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ABSTRACT
This thesis introduces and examines the chromatic art gallery problem. The
chromatic art gallery problem asks for the minimum number of landmark
classes required to ensure that every point in an input polygon sees at least
one landmark but sees no more than one landmark of any particular class.
The problem is motivated by partially distinguishable landmark-based navi-
gation. A robot that navigates by landmarks must ensure that it always has
one in view, or else it might reach a configuration where it has no bearings
to use any of its motion primitives. Additionally, if the robot reaches a posi-
tion where it can see two landmarks of the same class, its motion primitives
become ambiguous. Because the number of landmark classes available for
navigation is dependent on the discriminatory power of the robot’s sensors,
the chromatic art gallery problem relates the complexity of an environment
to the sensors required to visually navigate in the environment. Existing
research has generally not addressed this issue.
This thesis provides upper and lower bounds on the number of landmark
classes required for various types of polygons as a function of the number of
polygon vertices and demonstrates the NP-hardness of determining whether
5 or more classes is necessary for an input polygon. Bounds and NP-hardness
results are also given for a variant of the chromatic art gallery problem in
which the visibility graph of the landmarks is required to be connected.
The chromatic art gallery problem can be phrased in terms of a landmark
placement problem combined with a graph coloring problem. The landmarks
are placed such that each point in the polygon is visible from a landmark,
and the restrictions on shared classes between landmarks is represented by a
conflict graph. The vertex set of the conflict graph is the set of landmarks;
two graph vertices are joined by an edge if the corresponding landmarks are
visible from a common point. The goal is to find a set of landmarks that
have a conflict graph with a minimal chromatic number.
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This thesis explores the structural properties of the conflict graphs by de-
scribing three necessary conditions for conflict graphs. Additional restrictions
are determined for conflict graphs that arise in specific types of polygons. Be-
yond their use for the chromatic art gallery problem, these structural results
are useful for error checking in surveillance algorithms.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Despite the importance of landmark-based navigation in robotics, there have
been few attempts to understand the relationship between the geometry of an
environment in which a robot is attempting to navigate and the discrimina-
tory power required by the landmark-detecting sensors to effectively navigate
in the environment. This thesis examines this relationship in the context of
navigation via visually detectable landmarks. The primary motivation for
studying this problem is to inform the selection of the sensors when design-
ing a robot intended for a specific task. If the sensors are inadequate for the
robot to navigate in the environments that it is likely to enter, then it will be
unable to complete its tasks. If the sensors are overly powerful for the types
of environments it is likely to enter, then the robot’s cost and complexity has
been increased with little benefit.
A landmark-based motion primitive is a function that takes as input one
or more landmarks visible from the robot and outputs a direction of move-
ment. Possible primitives would include actions of the form “move toward
the selected landmark”, “move away from the selected landmark”, “move in
a counterclockwise circle around the selected landmark”, “drive to the mid-
point of the line segment between two selected landmarks”, etc. (see Figure
1.1). These primitives are intended to describe the possible actions that a
robot could take when it is performing landmark-based navigation.
There are two minimal conditions that must satisfied for a robot to navi-
gate by landmark-based motion primitives. First, the robot must always be
able to see a landmark, as otherwise the robot will have nothing on which to
base its motion primitives. Second, the robot must be able to distinguish the
landmarks within its field of view. If it cannot distinguish the landmarks,
the motion primitives become ambiguous and there is a risk of navigational
failure. Note that these are merely necessary conditions for navigation. De-
pending on the precise motion primitives available, additional conditions may
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Figure 1.1: Four possible primitives: “drive toward a landmark”, “drive
away from a landmark”, “drive counterclockwise around a landmark”, and
“drive to the midpoint of the line segment between two landmarks”.
be required. For example, if all primitives available to the robot require two
distinct landmarks as input, then two landmarks would need to be visible
from each point in the environment.
Problems related to satisfying the first condition are called art gallery
problems. These problems take as input an environment (typically a simply-
connected polygon), and ask for a small set of landmarks in the environment
such that each point in the environment is visible from a landmark. The most
well-known version of the problem, in which the input is a simply-connected
polygon and the possible landmarks are the polygon vertices, was examined
by Chvatal in [1], in which he determined that for an n-vertex polygon, at
most ⌊n/3⌋ landmarks are always sufficient and sometimes necessary. While
there are numerous ways to describe the complexity of a polygon, Chvatal
and most others state the number of required landmarks in terms of the
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number of polygon vertices.
The second condition (and to some extent, the first) is primarily about the
power of the robot’s sensor suite. A robot with no sensors cannot detect any
landmarks. A robot with a single binary photoreceptor (an extremely poor
sensor) can detect landmarks (light sources), but cannot distinguish among
the landmarks. As the sensor gets more powerful, more objects potentially
become landmarks (if equipped with a rangefinder, it might be able to rec-
ognize certain geometric features of the environment) and the landmarks
become more distinguishable from each other (if the photoreceptor could de-
tect the wavelength of the light, then the robot could distinguish two light
sources of different colors).
More generally, one can divide the landmarks in the environment into
classes based on the ability of the robot’s sensors to distinguish them. Two
landmarks in the same class cannot be distinguished by the sensor suite,
but two landmarks in different classes appear different to the sensors. If the
sensors place all the landmarks into the same class, then the landmarks are
indistinguishable. If each class contains only one landmark, the landmarks are
fully distinguishable. If there is more than one class of landmark, but some
landmarks share a class, then the landmarks are partially distinguishable.
As the sensors become more powerful, the landmarks are divided into more
classes, and the system moves closer to being fully distinguishable. As the
sensors become weaker, the landmarks are forced together into fewer classes,
and the system moves closer to being indistinguishable (see Figure 1.2).
The importance of the second condition is particularly apparent in robots
that visually navigate via some form of gradient descent/ascent. For example,
consider the robot in Figure 1.3. It is a differential drive robot equipped with
a cell phone camera. In order to navigate toward a landmark, it drives in
the direction that increases the number of pixels of the landmark’s color in
the robot’s field of view. If it is told to drive toward something red and there
are two red objects in its field of view, then it is likely to get stuck in some
sort of local minimum between the objects. Other, similar gradient descent
robotic systems that would be vulnerable to similar problems are described
in [2], [3] (see Figure 1.4), and [4].
As the robot’s environment becomes more complex, the conditions require
more landmark classes to simultaneously satisfy. The goal of this thesis is to
determine mathematical relationships between the environment’s complex-
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Figure 1.2: Nine landmarks, divided into classes (blue outlines). [top] The
landmarks are indistinguishable. [middle] As the sensors grow more
powerful, landmarks that are very different from each other become
separated into different classes. [bottom] The landmarks are fully
distinguishable.
ity, reflected in some geometric property of the environment such as vertices,
and the complexity of the sensors required to navigate in that environment,
reflected in the number of landmark classes required for navigation. This
thesis introduces a problem, formally defined in the next chapter, that ex-
amines this relationship; the chromatic art gallery problem. This relationship
is a basic, fundamental robotics problem that is inadequately addressed by
existing research.
Much existing work in robotics is concerned with the placement of land-
marks as an aid to navigation or localization. The authors of [5] attempted
to place small sets of indistinguishable landmarks to assist in navigation by
breaking up symmetries in the environment (see Figure 1.5). In [6], indis-
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Figure 1.3: A robot that navigates by gradient ascent, seen here navigating
toward a red landmark by increasing the number of red pixels in its
camera’s field of view.
luminescence
emitter
luminescence
detector
Figure 1.4: A gradient ascent robot from [3]. A light detector is used to
navigate toward light sources. A light emitter is used for follow-the-leader
behavior in swarms.
c© 2005 IEEE
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tinguishable artificial landmarks were used to assist in mapping. A related
problem, choosing a small set of landmarks to assist a robot in staying close
to a desired trajectory was studied in [7] (see Figure 1.6). In [8], the authors
used simulated annealing to find landmark locations that would maximize the
amount of space in the environment visible from a landmark. The efficacy of
these techniques is validated experimentally, and no proven guarantees are
made on their performance.
!"# !"# !"#
Figure 1.5: From [5]. Indistinguishable landmarks are placed around the
boundary to aid in navigation. Lighter areas of the environment are “more
unique” to the sensors. Yellow dots indicate areas where landmarks were
placed.
c© 2011 IEEE
Figure 1.6: From [7]. Landmarks are placed to assist a robot in following
the blue trajectory. Orange circles indicate landmark placements if they are
allowed to be placed at any free point. Red triangles indicate landmark
placements if landmarks are restricted to the environment boundary.
Landmark placement has also been considered in the related context of
localization. In [9], the authors attempted to place a fixed number of noisy
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rangefinders in an arrangement that minimizes the robot’s uncertainty about
its location, while [10] used simulated annealing to attack the same problem.
Other heuristic approaches include [11] and [12]. A similar problem, using
visually detectable landmarks instead of rangefinders, was addressed in [13],
[14], and [15]. The authors of [16] described a method for choosing a small
subset from among the landmarks currently visible from a robot that are the
most likely to be useful for localization.
In [17], an art gallery coverage-like technique was used to select small
sets of landmarks whose visibility regions cover the environment, with the
goal of reducing computational overhead during navigation by minimizing
the number of landmarks that need to be indexed (see Figure 1.7). The
motivation of this thesis is similar, except that by limiting the number of
types of landmarks, a limit is set on the discriminatory power of the sensors
required to navigate in the environment rather than the size of the landmark
index.
In fact, most of these papers focused on the number of landmarks, as op-
posed to the number of types of landmarks. The robots considered in [5]
have sensor suites that give them geometric information about the shape of
the portions of the environment visible from the robot. Therefore, while the
landmarks are “indistinguishable” in the sense that they have no a priori dis-
tinguishing visual features, the geometric data from the robots’ other sensors
allows for both the artificial landmarks to be disambiguated and for natural
features of the environment to be used as navigation waypoints. In other
cases, the landmarks are either assumed to be fully distinguishable or (as
in the case of [8]) the issue is not addressed. An exception is [18], in which
the set of types of landmarks is adjusted during execution in order to reduce
classification errors and keep the number of landmark types low. Even in
[18] though, no specific guarantees are given based on the properties of the
environment.
While the importance of distinguishability among landmarks is most ap-
parent in robots that visually navigate by gradient descent/ascent, other
systems must also consider partial distinguishability among landmarks. De-
termining which landmarks are currently being viewed by the robot is called
the data association problem.
To this end, there is a large amount of literature that attempts to provide
landmark sets that are unlikely to produce classification errors, including
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Figure 1.7: From [17]. Red dots indicate landmarks that could be used for
navigation. The visibility regions of some of the landmarks are shown. A
subset of two landmarks is sufficient to view the entire environment
(bottom right), but greedily choosing landmarks may increase the size of
the subset (bottom middle)
c© 2006 IEEE
[19], [20], [21], and [22]. The problem of navigating among non-unique land-
marks is explicitly studied in [23], one of the goals of which is to minimize
the number of reference photos required to effectively navigate in such an
environment. However, the algorithms in these papers search for promising
landmarks from amongst a set of existing features of the environment that
may have little to do with the environment’s geometry.
Landmark-based navigation also arises in discrete settings. The number of
graph landmarks needed for localization is examined in the metric dimension
problem, introduced in [24] and [25]. The metric dimension of a graph is the
number of landmark vertices that a graph requires such that, for each graph
vertex v, the tuple of distances from v to the landmarks is unique. Determin-
ing the metric dimension is NP-hard [26], but results about the structure of
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graphs with specific metric dimensions are known [27]. As with the previous
work in the continuous settings mentioned above, metric dimension does not
address partial distinguishability because the tuple associates each distance
measurement with a specific vertex of known location.
Prior efforts to rigorously define the power of robots include [28], [29],
and [30]. In [28], the author proposed hierarchically organizing sensors by
their preimages. The preimage of a piece of sensor data is the set of robot
configurations that could produce that sensor data. Weak sensors have large
preimages, while powerful sensors have small preimages. Sensor A can be
considered to be strictly more powerful than sensor B if each preimage from
A is a subset of a preimage from B.
In [29], robots were measured by the primitives they are capable of per-
forming. These primitives include both motion and sensing components.
Robot A is considered at least as powerful as robot B if A is able to use its
primitives to emulate B’s primitives. For example, a robot with a rangefinder
that returns the distance to the environment boundary can be emulated by
a robot with a linear odometer, angular odometer and a contact sensor. The
second robot could drive until it contacts the boundary, store the distance
travelled d, turn 180 ◦, drive a distance d, turn 180 ◦, and then pretend d is
the output of the “virtual” rangefinder (see Figure 1.8).
d
d
d
Figure 1.8: [top] A robot uses a rangefinder to determine directly that the
distance to the boundary is d. [bottom] A robot with a bump sensor, linear
odometer, and angular odometer determines the distance to the wall by
driving to the wall, impacting it, recording the distance d travelled, and
driving distance d in the other direction.
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The authors of [30] proposed a task-based hierarchy for ranking robots
operating in polygonal environments, in which robot A is at least as powerful
as robot B if A can perform any task that B can perform. Their basic robot,
the simple combinatorial robot, is capable of visually detecting unoccluded
vertices of its environment. The robot is not given a global labeling of the
vertices in its field of view, but the vertices are locally distinguishable through
a clockwise ordering. This simple combinatorial robot is then augmented
with various other capabilities, such as pebbles, compasses, angular distance
detectors, or various oracles, and the resulting robots are compared to each
other by the geometric problems they are able to solve (such as counting the
number of vertices in the environment, determining which vertices are reflex,
etc.) and by the polygons in which they are able to solve them. A closely
related work is [31], in which these same robots are examined specifically for
the task of determining the visibility graph of the vertices of a polygon.
Unlike [29] and [30], the goal in this thesis is to scale up the discriminatory
power of one specific type of sensor and determine its effects on the types
of environments in which the robot can navigate, rather than comparing the
effects of different combinations of heterogenous sensors.
Much of the existing work on the scalable attributes a robot requires to
perform a task focuses on memory requirements. In [32], the authors deter-
mined the amount of memory required by a robot that is exploring a graph
in which the edges are locally distinguishable (each edge has an identifier
that is unique amongst the edges incident to a given vertex, though that
identifier might be reused at a different vertex). Graphs with high maximum
degree and/or high diameter require more memory. The concept of pebbles
combines memory and sensing. A pebble is an object that a robot leaves
at a point in the environment that can be detected by one of the robot’s
sensors. This is used to detect that the robot has reached an area through
which it has previously moved (sometimes referred to as “closing the loop”).
The authors of [33] determined the number of pebbles required to explore
and map a graph.
A sensor can be viewed as an oracle in which the input to the oracle is
the robot’s configuration. The discriminatory power of an oracle required
to accomplish a certain task is addressed in [34]. In this paper, the authors
designed oracles to speed up the task of exploring the edges of a tree. They
determined a lower bound on the maximum number of bits that one of these
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oracles is required to output in order to achieve a specified competitive ratio.
This bound is dependent on the graph diameter. A different paper addresses
this oracle minimization problem with a pursuit-evasion task [35].
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 defines
the chromatic art gallery problem and the technical terms that are used
throughout the thesis and addresses the background literature on the most
closely related geometry problem, the original art gallery problem. Chapter 3
contains the main results about the chromatic art gallery problem. Chapter 4
concerns a variant of the chromatic art gallery problem in which the visibility
graph of the guards is required to be connected. Chapter 5 discusses the
structural properties of a family of graphs that arise in the chromatic art
gallery problem. Chapter 6 concludes with a discussion of the results and
directions of future research.
Portions of this thesis have previously appeared in [36], [37], and [38].
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CHAPTER 2
PROBLEM DEFINITION AND
GEOMETRIC BACKGROUND
2.1 Problem Definition
A polygon, which will typically be denoted P , is a closed, bounded, simply-
connected, subset of R2 with a non-self-intersecting boundary ∂P that con-
sists of a finite chain of straight line segments. The variable n represents the
number of vertices in ∂P .
For points q, p ∈ P , the point q is visible from p if pq ∈ P . For a point
q ∈ P , the visibility region of q, denoted Vis(q), consists of the set of points
visible from q. A set of points S ⊂ P is a guard set if ⋃s∈S Vis(s) = P (see
Figure 2.1). Let Guards(P ) be the set of all guard sets of P .
Figure 2.1: Three points that make up a guard set, and each of the guard’s
visibility regions.
Two points p, q ∈ P conflict if Vis(p) ∩ Vis(q) 6= ∅. For a set of points
S ⊂ P , the conflict graph of S in P , denoted Conflict(S, P ), is a graph with
a vertex set of S, with two graph vertices joined by an edge if they conflict
(see Figure 2.2).
For a graph G, the chromatic number of G, denoted χ(G), is the minimum
number of colors required to assign a color to each vertex of G with no two
vertices joined by an edge receiving the same color.
The chromatic guard number of an polygon P , denoted χG(P ), is defined
12
rq
p
Figure 2.2: [left] Points p and q conflict because they are both visible from
common point r. [middle and right] A placement of guards in a polygon
and the conflict graph of those guards.
as
χG(P ) = min
S∈Guards(P )
χ(Conflict(S, P )). (2.1)
When investigating χG(P ), the polygon P will be referred to as the input
polygon, in order to distinguish it from other subpolygons that might arise
in a decomposition of P . Due to the connection between the chromatic art
gallery problem, guard sets, and graph coloring, the language in the rest of
this thesis will generally refer to “minimizing the number of colors used by
guards” as opposed to “minimizing the number of landmark classes”.
2.2 Polygon Terms
A polygon is monotone with respect to a line L if the intersection of the
polygon and any line perpendicular to L has at most one connected com-
ponent. A polygon is strictly monotone with respect to a line L if any line
perpendicular to L intersects the polygon boundary at two or fewer points
(see Figure 2.3). A polygon is (strictly) monotone if it is (strictly) monotone
with respect to any line. This paper will assume, unless indicated otherwise,
that a monotone polygon is aligned in such a way that L is parallel to the
x-axis (horizontal).
If a positive and negative direction are assigned to a line L, then the
boundary of a polygon that is monotone relative to L can be divided into
two paths that monotonically proceed in the +L direction. Let vfront and
13
LL
Figure 2.3: [top] A strictly monotone polygon. [bottom] A polygon that is
monotone, but not strictly monotone.
vback be the endpoints of these paths. Note that if a polygon is monotone to
L, but not strictly monotone, then these endpoints may not be unique. The
vertices vfront and vback will be referred to as the monotone endpoints relative
to L. The two paths between vfront and vback are the lower subchain and the
upper subchain. When L is horizontal, the upper subchain consists of the
path that has the higher y-coordinates (see Figure 2.4).
A polygon is rectilinear if all vertices are right angles. This property is
often referred to as orthogonal in other works (see Figure 2.5). A polygon is
a staircase if it is both strictly monotone and rectilinear (see the rightmost
polygon in Figure 2.5). This paper will assume, unless indicated otherwise,
that all edges of a rectilinear polygon are parallel to either a (vertical) y-axis
or a (horizontal) x-axis.
A polygon vertex is convex if its interior angle is less than 180◦, and it is
reflex if its interior angle is greater than 180◦. A polygon is a spiral if all
reflex vertices appear consecutively along the polygon boundary (see Figure
2.6).
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vfront
vback
vback
vfront
vfront
vback
Figure 2.4: Monotone polygons with the upper subchain highlighted in red
and the lower subchain highlighted in blue. The line L is horizontal. [top]
A strictly monotone polygon with the unique monotone endpoints
indicated. [middle and bottom] If a polygon is not strictly monotone, then
the monotone endpoints may not be unique.
Figure 2.5: Rectilinear polygons. The rightmost one is a staircase polygon.
2.3 Art Gallery Problem
The art gallery problem asks the following question: Given an input polygon
P , determine the smallest guard set for P . This problem and numerous
variants have been heavily studied since the 1970s. O’Rourke provides a
detailed description of the important results discovered before 1987 in [39].
Other surveys of the art gallery problem and the related visibility graph
15
Figure 2.6: Spiral polygons.
problem include [40] and [41].
A general upper bound in terms of the number of polygon vertices was
determined by Chvatal in [1] via an inductive decomposition of the input
polygon. A simple proof, provided by Fisk [42], is given below.
Theorem 1. Each n-vertex polygon has a guard set of size at most ⌊n/3⌋.
Proof. Triangulate the input polygon. Choose a single triangle and color its
vertices with three colors. As long as any vertices remain uncolored, choose
a triangle with exactly two colored vertices, and color its last vertex with the
unused color (this is possible because the dual of the triangulation has no
cycles).
By the pigeonhole principle, one color is used at most ⌊n/3⌋ times. Place
guards at the vertices of that color (see Figure 2.7). Since each triangle has
a vertex of each color, the entire polygon is guarded.
The upper bound provided in Theorem 1 cannot be improved, due to a
lower bound provided by a family of “comb” polygons, illustrated in Figure
2.8.
The original formulation of the problem required that the guard set be a
subset of the polygon vertices. This additional condition does not affect the
upper and lower bounds (though the number required for a specific polygon
may be greatly altered).
Fewer numbers of guards may be required if conditions are placed on the
structure of the input polygon. For example, rectilinear polygons require
fewer guards [43].
Theorem 2. Each n-vertex rectilinear polygon has a guard set of size at
most ⌊n/4⌋.
16
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Figure 2.7: A triangulated polygon with a 3-coloring of the vertices. The
color 1 is used the least, and so guards are placed at the vertices with color
1.
Figure 2.8: A family of polygons that require ⌊n/3⌋ guards.
Alternate methods of proving Theorem 2 were provided by [44] and [45],
though all of these are significantly more complicated than Fisk’s (or even
Chvatal’s) proof for general polygons. The theorem also has a complementary
lower bound that is also provided by a family of comb polygons (see Figure
2.9).
There are numerous variations of the art gallery problem that have re-
ceived attention. A notable one that will become important in Chapter 4 is
the cooperative art gallery problem. In this problem, the visibility graph of
the guard set must be connected. This is a graph in which the vertex set is
the guard set, with two graph vertices joined by an edge if the correspond-
ing guards are visible from each other. With this additional condition, the
17
Figure 2.9: A family of rectilinear polygons that require ⌊n/4⌋ guards.
number of guards required is somewhat higher [46], [47].
Theorem 3. Each n-vertex polygon contains a guard set with a connected
visibility graph of size at most ⌊(n− 2)/2⌋.
As with the previous theorems, there exists a family of polygons that
provides a corresponding lower bound, illustrated in Figure 2.10.
Figure 2.10: A family of polygons that require ⌊(n− 2)/2⌋ guards for a
guard set with a connected visibility graph.
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2.3.1 Applications of Existing Bounds
For a polygon P , the value of χG(P ) is at most the size of the smallest guard
set of P , as one could use the smallest guard set and give each guard a unique
color. Therefore, an upper bound for the standard art gallery problem can be
immediately used as an upper bound for the chromatic art gallery problem.
Unlike the upper bounds, the lower bounds cannot be used directly to
produce trivial bounds. For example, the comb polygons from Figure 2.8
do not require more than two colors, regardless of how many vertices they
accumulate (see Figure 2.11). If the trapezoidal lower region is too short,
then guards placed in the notch are visually separated and few colors suffice.
The the trapezoidal lower region is too tall, then the comb can be guarded
by a small number of guards each with a unique color, and few colors suffice.
Figure 2.11: This family of polygons requires no more than two colors,
regardless of the number of vertices.
However, if the height of the trapezoidal region is properly controlled, then
the comb polygons can yield nontrivial lower bounds, generally producing
polygons that require Ω(
√
n) colors. This technique is the source of the
lower bounds for monotone polygons presented later in the paper.
2.3.2 Complexity
The art gallery problem is NP-hard, even when the guard set must be a
subset of the polygon vertices [48], via a reduction from 3SAT. NP-hardness
also persists when the polygon is restricted to being rectilinear [49].
The complexity results listed above are not directly useful for the chromatic
art gallery problem. A guard set that requires a minimum number of colors
is not necessarily a guard set of minimal size. In fact, there exist polygons
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in which non-minimal guard sets are the only guard sets that can use the
minimal number of colors (see Figure 2.12).
Figure 2.12: [left] A guard set for this polygon requires at least three
members. Any three member guard set requires three colors. [right] A
guard set that can be colored with two colors requires at least four
members.
Approximation algorithms with an O(logn) approximation ratio for an n-
vertex polygon (even one with holes) were developed in [50] and improved in
[51] and [52], though it should be noted that these works restrict placement of
guards to the polygon vertices. In [52], King provides the best running time,
O(n3), for an algorithm that achieves this ratio. The problem is APX-hard,
and in the event that holes are allowed, a logarithmic approximation ratio is
the best possible unless P=NP [53]. Furthermore, a randomized algorithm
exists that can provide an approximation ratio of O(log copt), in which copt is
the optimal number of guards required [54].
It is not clear that any portion of the approximation algorithms listed
above can be adapted for use in the chromatic art gallery problem, as they
rely heavily on the restriction that guards can be placed only on the vertices.
Adding this restriction to the chromatic art gallery problem can increase the
number of colors required by a factor of n. This issue is discussed more in
Section 3.1.1.
However, one inapproximability result is particularly useful for the pur-
poses of this thesis. In [55], it is shown that the art gallery problem remains
APX-hard when the input is restricted to polygons with a link diameter of
2 (in other words, polygons in which any two points are visible from a third
point) via a reduction from finding the minimum set of points that intersect
all members of a set of lines (the line cover problem), which is in turn a re-
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duction from a maximum satisfiability problem. Unlike much of the existing
work on the art gallery problem, [55] does not require the guards to be placed
on vertices. Since the size of the minimum guard set and the chromatic guard
number are the same for such polygons (as any pair of guards conflict), the
following corollary is implied:
Corollary 4. The chromatic art gallery problem is APX-hard.
A recent paper by Fekete, Friedrichs, and Hemmer, [56], identified the
chromatic art gallery problem as NP-hard by a reduction from the same line
cover problem, though they used the earlier and slightly weaker result from
[57]. In addition, Fekete, Friedrichs, and Hemmer showed that determining
whether or not a polygon with holes requires k colors is NP-hard, for all fixed
k ≥ 2. This was done by a reduction from 3SAT.
Fekete, Friedrichs, and Hemmer also ask whether the problem of deter-
mining if χG(P ) > k for fixed k is NP-hard. This question will be answered
in the affirmative for k ≥ 4 in Section 3.2.
Special results exist for restricted classes of polygons. A deterministic
algorithm provides a O(copt) approximation ratio for rectilinear polygons,
and a constant approximation ratio for monotone polygons [58].
2.4 Sensor Placement Problem
Closely related to the art gallery problem is the family of sensor placement
problems. In these problems, the goal is to place a finite set of sensors in
an environment in such a way that a maximum amount of the environment
is covered by the sensor. In many versions of these problems, the environ-
ment is initially unknown, so the tasks of mapping and sensor placement are
performed simultaneously, such as in [59]. Formulations that use proximity-
based sensors and visibility-based sensors are common.
In [60], the authors studied the sensor placement problem for visibility-
based sensors that had limited range (a similar sensor system is discussed in
Section 6.3.2). These sensors were restricted to locations on a grid. However,
the algorithm they developed is not generally appropriate for art gallery-like
problems, as their sensor model was probabilistic. Other placement problems
for grids include [61] and [62]. In [63], different types of grid formations were
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found to be optimal for different ratios of the sensors’ communication range
and sensing range.
In [64], the authors present a distributed algorithm that deploys a set of art
gallery guards in which two guards can communicate with each other only if
they are mutually visible from each other. A similar goal is addressed in [65],
in which robots deploy incrementally to visually cover an environment using
each other as landmarks for navigation. This adds an additional contraint
that the visibility graph of the robots must remain connected, similar to the
constraints in [46] and [47]. The authors of [66] specifically address the case
where all obstacles are polygonal.
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CHAPTER 3
CHROMATIC ART GALLERY PROBLEM
This section concerns bounds on the chromatic guard number in terms of the
number of vertices for various types of polygons and complexity results for
the computation of the chromatic guard number.
3.1 General Polygons
3.1.1 Lower Bound
Theorem 5. For every integer k ≥ 3, there exists a polygon Pk with 4k
vertices such that χG(Pk) ≥ k.
Proof. The polygon Pk will be constructed from k gadgets, each consisting
of four line segments. Each gadget consists of a nearly triangular well and
a line that connects to the next gadget. The goal is to arrange k of these
gadgets so that each pair of guards conflict, and each guard can see no more
than two convex vertices.
Let T be a simple arrangement of k lines. Now, make a closed convex
k-gon bounding box B that contains each intersection among the lines of T
in its interior, and has a boundary vertex on each line of T . Place the a very
thin gadget at each of the boundary vertices (see Figure 3.1). Let p and q be
two convex vertices in the same well associated with line ti ∈ T . Note that,
as the opening of the well is made smaller, and the length of the segment
joining p and q is made smaller, the distance between a point r ∈ Vis(p)∩B
and the point in ti ∩B closest to r becomes arbitrarily small.
The visibility region of a guard in the well of a gadget contains a line
segment that closely follows corresponding line from T . Since the lines in T
intersect pairwise, two guards placed in the wells of different gadgets conflict.
A guard s located in B conflicts with every guard, B ⊂ Vis(s) and any other
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guard’s visibility region has non-empty intersection with B. Therefore, all
guards placed in Pk will pairwise conflict. Since Pk has 2k convex vertices,
and each guard can see at most two convex vertices, at least k guards are
required; hence χG(Pk) ≥ k. Since Pk is made from k gadgets, each of which
has four edges, Pk has 4k vertices.
qjp q
p
q
p
q
pi
qi
pj
Figure 3.1: [top left] A gadget. The points p and q are the convex vertices.
For a guard to see p and q simultaneously, it would have to be placed in the
triangular region (bounded on top by the dotted lines) that does not extend
far out of the well. [top right] Two gadgets. The cones show the region
outside of the well where a convex vertex is visible. The shaded regions are
where a single guard can see two convex vertices. There is no place where a
guard can see three convex vertices. [lower left] As the well opening is made
smaller and the well is made more narrow, Vis(p) ∪Vis(q) (shaded region)
becomes more narrow and closer to the arrangement line from T (blue line).
[lower right] A polygon Pk for k = 5. The black lines represent a simple
arrangement T of k = 5 lines. Each line in the arrangement is associated
with the well of a gadget.
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Many formulations of the standard art gallery problem require the guard
set to be a subset of the polygon vertices. Under this restriction, a small
modification to the polygons in Figure 2.8 produces a family of polygons
that require ⌊(n− 2)/3⌋ colors (see Figure 3.2).
Figure 3.2: The tip of a notch (grey point) can only be seen by guards
located at vertices in that notch (grey and black points). However, all such
guards will conflict with each other, so this family of polygons require at
least ⌊(n− 2)/3⌋ colors.
3.1.2 Upper Bound
A trivial upper bound is obtained by applying the upper bound from the
standard art gallery problem.
Corollary 6. For each n-vertex polygon P , χG(P ) ≤ ⌊n/3⌋.
Proof. Determine a guard set of size at most ⌊n/3⌋ as per Theorem 1 and
assign a different color to each guard.
3.2 Complexity
In [56], the authors ask whether determining if χG(P ) > k for fixed k is
NP-hard.
This section will demonstrate the problem is NP-hard for k ≥ 5 by a
reduction from a known NP-hard problem, 4−coloring of circle graphs [67].
A circle graph is a graph in which each vertex is a chord of a circle, and two
vertices are joined by an edge if their corresponding chords intersect.
Theorem 7. Deciding whether χG(P ) > k is NP-hard if k ≥ 5.
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Proof. Let H be the intersection graph of a set T of m chords. Let Q be
the convex hull of the endpoints of the chords. For each chord, at one of its
endpoints replace the vertex of Q with a thin gadget consisting of a triangular
region (the body) and m+2 small triangular spikes attached to the left side
of the body (middle left picture in Figure 3.3). Call the resulting polygon
P . The spikes within a single gadget are arranged such that they can be
guarded by a single guard, and the gadget is thin enough that the portion of
the guard’s visibility polygon that is in Q can be treated as a line segment
that occupies the same points as the chord associated with the gadget. Note
also that any guard placed in the body of a gadget contains the points of the
chord in its visibility polygon. Therefore, P can be guarded by m+1 guards
(one in each of the gadgets, and one in the interior of Q), so χG(P ) ≤ m+1.
It is non-optimal to guard the spikes within a single gadget by placing
guards in the spikes themselves. In order to not use a guard in the body of a
gadget, each spike requires its own separate guard. If such an arrangement
were used, there would exist a point in the body at which the visibility
polygons of these m + 2 guards would all intersect (the grey point in the
middle left picture of Figure 3.3). This would use at least m+ 2 colors, and
so it is non-optimal.
Therefore, at least one guard is located in the body of each gadget. Since
the entirety of the gadget can be viewed from a single point, there is no
reason to use more than one guard in any gadget. The portion of that
guard’s visibility polygon in Q is thin enough that it can be treated as the
set of points making up the associated chord. Therefore, two gadget guards’
visibility polygons intersect if and only if their associated chords intersect.
This leaves the remainder of Q to guard. To ensure that guarding the
remainder of Q will take exactly one additional guard that conflicts with
all of the gadget guards, m+2 additional triangular forcing areas are added
around the boundary of Q to produce P ′. These forcing areas are thin enough
that the visibility regions of their tips can be treated as line segments, and
they are arranged such that there is a single point in Q from which all the
forcing areas can be seen (meaning that χG(P
′) ≤ m + 1). Guarding the
forcing areas without placing a guard in Q would require at least m + 2
colors, and is thus non-optimal.
Therefore, a guard placement that minimizes the number of colors places
one guard in each of the gadgets, and one guard in Q that guards the forcing
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areas and the remainder of Q. In the 2-link visibility graph, the guard placed
at Q is adjacent to all other guards, and the induced subgraph of the guards
in the gadgets is isomorphic to G. Therefore, χG(P
′)− 1 = χ(H). Because
determining whether χ(H) > k−1 is NP-hard for k ≥ 5, determining whether
χG(P
′) > k is also NP-hard.
3.3 Monotone Polygons
A lower bound for the family of monotone polygons can be obtained through
the use of a variant of the standard “comb” used to show the occasional
necessity of ⌊n/3⌋ guards in the standard art gallery problem [1]. The height
of the bottom region of the polygon and the width of the notches are chosen
such that any set of guards that share a color can see the tops of at most
O(
√
n) notches.
3.3.1 Lower Bound
Theorem 8. For every integer k ≥ 3, there exists a strictly monotone poly-
gon Mk with 3k
2 vertices such that χG(Mk) ≥ k.
Proof. The (x, y) coordinates of the vertices of Mk are [(1, 2k − 2), (2, 2k −
3), (4, 2k−3), (5, 2k−2), (6, 2k−3) . . .(4k2−4, 2k−3), (4k2−3, 2k−2), (4k2−
2, 0), (0, 0)]. This polygon has 3k2 vertices, and it consists of a trapezoidal
region (the body region) that has k2 notches attached to the shorter edge.
Call the vertices with a y coordinate of 2k − 2 apex points. Note that each
notch has a unique apex point. A guard with coordinates (x, y) will be
referred to as a notch guard if y > 2k − 3 and will be referred to as a body
guard if y ≤ 2k − 3 (see Figure 3.4).
Each body guard can guard up to k distinct notches. However, since
the visibility polygon of a body guard includes the entire body region, and
every guard’s visibility polygon intersects the body region, a body guard will
conflict with every other guard in the polygon. Let xbody be the number of
body guards used in a guard set of Mk.
Each notch guard can guard only one notch. However, two notch guards
will not conflict if they are placed far enough away from each other. Since
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Figure 3.3: [top] A set of m chords in a circle and their intersection graph.
[middle left] A gadget consisting of a triangular region with m+ 2 spikes
attached to the left side. The spikes can all be completely guarded by the
grey point. Placing guards in the spikes is non-optimal (as it would require
at least m+ 2 colors), as is placing more than one guard in the triangular
region. [middle right] The polygon P , in which each gadget guard’s
visibility polygon closely follows the associated chord. [bottom left] A set of
m+ 2 line segments whose endpoints are on Q and who all meet at a
common point. [bottom right] The polygon P ′. Guarding the inside of Q
and all of the forcing areas with a single guard requires a guard at the
intersection of the red lines. Note that none of the forcing areas can be
guarded by a guard in a gadget.
the bottom edge of Mk has a y coordinate of 0, two notch guards are forced
to conflict only if the distance between the apex points of their corresponding
notches is 4k−4 or less. Let a set of k notches be consecutive if the maximum
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s2
s1
s2s1 s3
q
Figure 3.4: [top] The polygon Mk for k = 3. The guard s1 is a body guard,
and the guard s2 is a notch guard. [middle] Notch guards must be placed at
least k = 3 notches away from each other to avoid conflicts. Guards s1 and
s2 conflict as Vis(s1) ∩ Vis(s2) = q, but s3, which is k = 3 notches away
from s1 does not conflict with s1. A body guard s4 can only guard k = 3
notches by itself. Portions of the rightmost four notches visible from s4 are
shaded. [bottom] A guard placement that requires three colors.
distance between the apex points of any two notches in the set is 4k−4. Let
xnotch be the maximum number of notch guards in any consecutive set of k
notches in Mk.
Suppose the polygon Mk has a guard set S assigned to it that requires
only χG(Mk) colors. Consider k consecutive notches in Mk that contain
xnotch notch guards in total. All of these notch guards will conflict with
each other, and all of these notch guards will conflict with all of the body
guards. Therefore, χG(Mk) ≥ xnotch+xbody. Now, note that each body guard
can guard at most k notches. Since there are k2 notches, by the pigeonhole
principle, notch guards can guard at most kxnotch notches (see Figure 3.4).
Since each notch must be guarded, kxnotch+kxbody ≥ k2, so xnotch+xbody ≥ k.
Therefore χG(Mk) ≥ xnotch + xbody ≥ k.
3.4 Staircase Polygons
A polygon is a staircase if it is both strictly monotone and rectilinear. While
staircase polygons are not interesting in and of themselves, they are useful
as building blocks. The results in this section are used in the upper bound
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for rectilinear polygons in Section 3.5 and in the bounds in [68].
3.4.1 Upper Bound
Staircase polygons require only a constant number of colors. The guards will
exclusively be placed on the convex vertices of the polygon. Let vfront and
vback be the monotone endpoints of the staircase polygon, relative to a line
L with regard to which the staircase is strictly monotone.
Theorem 9. For any staircase polygon P , χG(P ) ≤ 3.
Proof. This proof will place and color a guard set S. The members of S will
be indexed by the order that they are placed.
Place a guard s1 on the neighbor of vfront along the lower subchain. If a
guard si has been placed on the lower subchain, then place guard si+1 on the
right-most convex vertex on the upper subchain that is contained in Vis(si).
If guard si has been placed on the upper subchain, then place guard si+1
on the right-most convex vertex on the lower subchain that is contained in
Vis(si). Stop placing guards when a guard can see vback, and let m be the
number of guards placed (see Figure 3.5).
Vis(s1)
vfront
s2
s1 s1
s4
s2
s3
s5 = smvback
Figure 3.5: [left] A staircase polygon P with vertices vfront and vback
identified. The lower subchain is dashed, and the upper subchain is solid.
[middle] The guard s1 is placed on the neighbor of vfront on the lower
subchain. The guard s2 is placed on the rightmost convex vertex in shaded
region Vis(s1). [right] A guard placement and coloring for P that uses only
three colors.
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First, it must be shown that si and si+2 are not placed on the same vertex.
Suppose without loss of generality that si is on the lower subchain. Note that
the rightmost convex vertex on the lower subchain in Vis(si+1) must also be
the lowest convex vertex on the lower subchain in Vis(si+1). Note also that a
ray extended downward from si+1 must intersect the horizontal edge incident
to si+2 (otherwise si+2 would not be the rightmost convex vertex on the lower
subchain). If this is the same horizontal edge that is incident to si, then the
point where the ray intersects the horizontal edge incident to si must be a
convex vertex (call it vf ). Since the convex vertex vf neighbors the convex
vertex vi along a horizontal edge, and since vf is to the right of vi, vf must
be vback. Therefore, si+2 would only be placed on the same vertex as si if
vback is visible from si+1. No additional guards are placed once a guard can
see vback, two guards will not be placed on the same vertex.
Next, it must be shown that this is a guard set for the staircase polygon.
Suppose without loss of generality that guard si is placed on the lower sub-
chain. Assume that the set [s1, s2 . . . si] forms a guard set for the subpolygon
that lies above the guard si (call this subpolygon Pi). It must be shown that
the set [s1, s2 . . . si+1] forms a guard set for the subpolygon that lies to the
left of guard si+1 (call this subpolygon Pi+1). Let pi+1 be the point where a
ray extended downward from si+1 intersects the lower subchain. Note that
each vertex on the lower subchain between si and pi+1 is visible from si+1.
It must be shown that si+1 guards Pi+1\Pi. Let vri be the reflex vertex to
the right of si on the lower subchain. Let Qi+1 be the subpolygon below si+1
and to the left of si+1 (see Figure 3.6). Note that Qi+1 ⊇ Pi+1\Pi as si+1 is
not lower than si. Note that every vertex of Qi+1 that is not connected to
si+1 by an edge of Qi+1 is on the lower subchain. For any given vertex v in
Qi+1 that is not connected to si+1 by an edge of Qi+1, all edges of Qi+1 not
incident to si+1 that lie above v must also lie to the left of v, and all edges
of Qi+1 not incident to si+1 that lie to the right of v must also lie below v.
Since si+1 is not lower than v, and not to the right of v, every vertex v of
Qi+1 must be visible from si+1. This means that one could triangulate Qi+1
such that each triangle has si+1 as one of its corners. Therefore, the guard
si+1 can guard Qi+1 by itself. Therefore, the set [s1, s2 . . . sm] forms a guard
set for P .
Finally, it must be shown that the guard set [s1, s2 . . . sm] can be colored
with three colors. Suppose guard si is placed on the lower chain. Let yi be
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Figure 3.6: [top left] A polygon P with a guard placement. [top middle]
The region P1 that s1 is responsible for guarding. [top right] The region P2
that s1 and s2 are reponsible for guarding. [bottom left] The region P2\P1
that s2 is responsible for guarding. [bottom middle] The region Q2, which
consists of the portion of P below and to the left of s2. This region is a
superset of P2\P1. [bottom right] A triangulation of Q2 where all triangles
have a vertex at the location of s2, showing that s2 guards Q2.
the y-coordinate of the lowest point visible from si. Note that, because si
is on a convex right-angle vertex on the lower subchain, Vis(si) is bordered
on the bottom by a horizontal line at the same height as the horizontal edge
incident to si; therefore yi is just the y-coordinate of si. Let yi+3 be the
y coordinate of the highest point in Vis(si+3). Because si+3 is on a convex
right-angle vertex on the upper subchain, Vis(si+3) is bordered on top by
a horizontal line at the same height as the horizontal edge incident to si+3;
therefore yi+3 is just the y-coordinate of si+3. Now, it must be shown that
yi > yi+3. In the portion of the proof that showed that each guard is placed
on a unique vertex, it was demonstrated that the y-coordinate of si+1 (call
it yi+1) has to be higher than the y-coordinate of si+3. If yi ≤ yi+3, then
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yi ≤ yi+3 < yi+1. However, this is impossible, because si+1 was placed on the
rightmost (and thus, lowest) vertex on the upper chain that was in Vis(si).
Therefore, yi > yi+3. Since the highest point in Vis(si+3) is lower than the
lowest point in Vis(si), si and si+3 cannot conflict (see Figure 3.7).
Vis(s1)
Vis(s4)
s2
s4
s5
s1 s1
s3
s4
Figure 3.7: [left] A staircase polygon P with a guard placement. [right] The
regions Vis(s1) and Vis(s4) are shown. Note that the lowest point in Vis(s1)
is higher than the highest point in Vis(s4), as the horizontal line incident to
s1’s vertex is higher than the horizontal line incident to s4’s vertex.
Since si and si+3 do not conflict, it is possible to color all guards with an
index of 0 mod 3 with green, all guards with an index of 1 mod 3 with red,
and all guards with an index of 2 mod 3 with blue. Therefore χG(P ) ≤ 3.
We have assumed throughout this proof that guard si was placed on the
lower subchain. However, the arguments made above still apply if si was
placed on the upper subchain (reflect the polygon over the y = −x line).
3.5 Rectilinear Polygons
3.5.1 Lower Bound
This lower bound is constructed in much the same manner as the lower
bound for monotone polygons. A rectilinear comb is designed such that a
set of guards sharing a single color can see at most an O(n1/2) fraction of the
upper edges of the polygon.
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Theorem 10. For every odd integer k ≥ 3, there exists a monotone rectilin-
ear polygon Rk with 4k
2 + 10k + 10 vertices such that χG(Rk) ≥ k.
Proof. We begin by introducing a family of rectilinear polygons with two
parameters, m, i ∈ Z+. The (x, y) coordinates of the vertices of the polygon
Rm,i are [(0, 0), (0, i+1), (1, i+1), (1, i), (2, i), (2, i+1), (3, i+1), (3, i), . . . , (2m−
2, i), (2m − 2, i + 1), (2m − 1, i + 1), (2m − 1, 0)]. This takes the form of a
(2m − 1) × i rectangle with m 1 × 1-sized notches along the top edge (see
Figure 3.8). Any guard in Rm,i with a y-coordinate greater than i will be
called a notch guard. All other guards will be called body guards.
There are m notches. Each notch has a ceiling of length 1. These ceilings
are a subset of the polygon, so they must be covered. A body guard can
cover the most ceiling if it is placed on the bottom of the polygon. Let C(s)
be the total length of ceiling that a body guard s can see. Suppose a body
guard s is placed on the bottom of the polygon underneath the left edge of
a notch (thus maximizing the amount of ceiling it can see to its right). This
guard can see all of the notch that it is underneath. It can see a length of
(i− 2)/i of the next notch to the right, (i− 4)/i of the notch after that, and
so on (see Figure 3.8). Therefore, s can see
∑i/2
j=0 2j/i ceiling to its right
when i is even. This term is doubled to account for the ceiling it might be
able to see on its left to obtain
C(s) ≤
i/2∑
j=0
4j
i
=
4
i
((
i
2
) (
i
2
+ 1
)
2
)
=
i
2
+ 1. (3.1)
While each body guard must have its own unique color, a single color
can be assigned to multiple notch guards. Each notch guard can guard a
ceiling of length 1. The dimensions of the polygon control how many notch
guards can share a color. Note that the visibility polygon of a notch guard
must include a portion of the bottom edge of the polygon. Since two notch
guards that use the same color have visibility polygons that do not intersect,
this space along the bottom edge of the polygon is a resource that can only
support a finite number of notch guards of the same color. The bottom edge
of the polygon has length 2m− 1. However, to account for the fact that the
bottom of the visibility polygons of notches close to the edge could have an
additional length of up to i if the convex portion of the polygon were wider,
the bottom edge is treated as though it has length 2m + 2i − 1 (see Figure
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Figure 3.8: [top] The polygon Rm,i for i = 7 and m = 7. Each notch has a
height and width of 1. The bottom edge is highlighted in grey at the
bottom of the figure, and the ceiling edges are highlighted in grey at the
top of the figure. The dotted lines at the bottom of the figure represent the
extra length i that is added on either side of the bottom edge for the
purposes of placing nonconflicting notch guards. [bottom] A guard s is
placed on the bottom edge of the polygon is a position where the total
length of ceiling edge in Vis(s) to the right of s is maximized. The visibility
polygon Vis(s) is shaded. The number above each notch shows how much
ceiling edge length in that notch is in Vis(s).
3.9).
Placing a notch guard s along the ceiling of a notch minimizes the length
of the bottom edge inside Vis(s). Suppose a guard s is placed on the ceiling
of a notch at a length 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 from the left vertex of the ceiling. Since the
height of the notch is 1, the leftmost point of Vis(s) on the bottom edge will
extend a distance ti past the x-coordinate of the leftmost point in the notch.
Similarly, the rightmost point of Vis(s) will extend a distance of (1 − t)i
past the x-coordinate of the rightmost point in the notch (see Figure 3.9).
Therefore, the length of the bottom edge inside Vis(s) is i + 1 (including
the length of 1 directly underneath the notch). This means that the amount
of the bottom edge seen by a single notch guard placed on a ceiling is not
related to its exact location within that ceiling. Since no two notch guards
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with the same color can have any of their visibility polygons overlap, a single
color can be used to guard at most (2m+ 2i− 1)/(i+ 1) notches.
6
s1 s2 s3
6 6
i = 5
i = 5
Figure 3.9: The polygon Rm,i for i = 5 and m = 7. Three guards have
been placed on ceiling edges and their visibility polygons are shaded. The
striped regions are portions of the visibility polygons that have been cut off
by the left or right side of Rm,i. Note that if the length of the bottom edge
of Rm,i extended an extra i in both directions, then the length of the
bottom edge of each visibility polygon would be i+ 1 = 6, regardless of the
guard’s location on its notch’s ceiling.
Choose any guard set for Rm,i. Let xnotch be the number of colors used
in the notch guards, and let xbody be the number of colors used in the body
guards. Since each guard must be a notch or a body guard, we get
xnotch + xbody = χG(Rm,i). (3.2)
Since each color used for a body guard can guard at most i/2+1 length of
ceiling, and each color used for notch guards can guard at most (2i+ 2m−
1)/(i+ 1) length of ceiling, and there is m total length of ceiling, we get
(
2i+ 2m− 1
i+ 1
)
xnotch +
(
i
2
+ 1
)
xbody ≥ m. (3.3)
Let k = (i − 3)/2 and let polygon Rk be the polygon where m = (i2 −
i)/4 + 1 with i ∈ {x ∈ Z+|x ≡ 1 mod 4}. Solving for i indicates that
i = 1/2 +
√
4m− (15/4). This turns Equation 3.3 into
(
i
2
+ 1
)
(xnotch + xbody) ≥ i
2 − i
4
+ 1. (3.4)
The term (i2 − i)/4 + 1 is equal to ((i2 + 2i) − (3i + 6) + 10)/4; hence
Equation 3.4 can be rewritten as
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χG(Rk) = xnotch + xbody ≥ i
2
− 3
2
+
10
2i+ 4
≥ i− 3
2
= k. (3.5)
The polygon therefore requires at least (i− 3)/2 =√m− (15/16)− (5/4)
colors. The polygonRk has 4m vertices and χG(Rk) ≥
√
m− (15/16)−(5/4).
Since k = (i− 3)/2 =√m− (15/16)− (5/4), Rk has 4k2 +10k+10 vertices
and requires k colors. The integer k must be odd to ensure that the number
of vertices is divisible by 4.
3.5.2 Upper Bound
As with general polygons, a trivial upper bound on the number of colors
required for a rectilinear polygon can be obtained by applying the corre-
sponding bound from the standard art gallery problem.
Corollary 11. For any n-vertex rectilinear polygon P , χG(P ) ≤ ⌊n/4⌋.
Proof. Place guards as per theorem 2 and use a unique color on each one.
3.5.3 Upper Bound for Monotone Rectilinear Polygons
The bound can be improved for polygons that are both monotone and recti-
linear. In Section 2.3, it was mentioned that inductive techniques are difficult
to use with the chromatic art gallery problem, because portions of the poly-
gon that are cut away in the decomposition can contain points where guards
conflict. However, if the decomposition does not add new reflex vertices to
the polygon, then certain configurations of parallel lines create conditions
where two guards can share colors without the possibility that they conflict
in some portion of the polygon that had been removed in a prior step (see
Figure 3.10). Because all edges of rectilinear polygons are parallel to one of
two axes, these configurations occur often enough that a bound close to n/5
can be achieved.
This bound will be proven by first showing that n-vertex monotone recti-
linear polygons can be guarded by guards using at most n/5 + c colors, and
then showing that guards using at most k colors can be placed in an input
rectilinear polygon with n vertices and guard all but a leftover monotone
rectilinear polygon that has at most n− 5k vertices.
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Figure 3.10: [left] Two guards placed back-to-back on parallel edges have
visibility regions that do not intersect. [right] Decompositions cannot
introduce new reflex vertices, as the new reflex vertices could lead to the
illusion that two guards can share a color.
A bar graph polygon is a rectilinear polygon whose minimum bounding
rectangle contains an edge that is also an edge of the polygon. We will refer
to this edge as the bar graph polygon’s bottom edge. We will assume that bar
graph polygons are oriented such that their bottom edge contains the points
with minimal y-values. Note that bar graph polygons are always monotone.
A notch is a rectangular subset S of a bar graph polygon such that three
edges of S are subsets of non-bottom edges of the bar graph polygon. Notches
of a bar graph can be placed in order based on the lowest x-value among
their points. The first and last notches in this ordering are referred to as side
notches. A side notch is plain if it contains a point that has a maximal or
minimal x-value among all points in the polygon, and is non-plain otherwise.
A U-block is an eight vertex bar graph polygon with two notches. See Figure
3.11 for illustrations.
To guard the monotone rectilinear polygons, we will divide them into bar
graph polygons and staircases. Therefore, we need to place a bound on the
number of colors required by bar-graph polygons.
Lemma 12. Let Q be a bar graph polygon with n vertices. There exists a set
of guards S and a guard coloring using at most ⌊n/5⌋ colors such that all of
Q is guarded except for a subset of a notch or a subset of a U-block.
Proof. The bar graph polygon will be guarded recursively. Each step of the
recursion will place either no guards, one guard with a unique color, two
guards with two unique colors, or three guards with two sharing a color.
Once the guards that use a specific color have been placed, that color is
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Figure 3.11: A bar graph polygon with four notches. Notches A and D are
side notches. Notch A is a plain side notch. Notch D is a non-plain side
notch.
never reused. Two guards that share a color are placed on vertical edges,
with the leftmost guard placed on an edge that has the interior of the left,
and the rightmost guard placed on an edge that has the interior to the right
(as in the left picture of Figure 3.10). After the guards have been placed, a
subset R of the regions seen by the new guards are removed and the process
is repeated on the leftover. In order to ensure that guards sharing a color
remain conflict-free in the original polygon, this decomposition will not add
any reflex vertices to the polygon.
There are several cases for the recursion based on the structure of the input
polygon. Each case comes with the assumption that the previous cases do
not apply (i.e., Case 3 should not be used if Case 2 also applies).
Case 1: The entire polygon Q is a notch or a U-block. Terminate the
recursion. Zero colors are used and all of Q is guarded except for a subset of
a notch or a U-block.
Case 2: The polygon has only one notch. Since Case 1 does not apply, the
polygon has at least six vertices. Place a guard (with a unique color) on the
bottom edge underneath the notch. The entire polygon is guarded by this
new guard. Terminate the recursion. The ⌊n/5⌋ ratio is achieved, because
n ≥ 6 and only a single color was used (see Figure 3.12).
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Figure 3.12: If the polygon has only one notch, then a single guard on the
bottom edge sees the entire polygon.
Case 3: The polygon has exactly two notches. Place two guards, one under
each notch on the bottom edge. Give each guard a unique color. Since Q
is not a U-block, it has at least ten vertices. The entire polygon is guarded,
two colors are used, and 2 ≤ ⌊n/5⌋ because n ≥ 10 (see Figure 3.13).
Figure 3.13: If the polygon has exactly two notches, then two guards along
the bottom edge see the entire polygon. Since the polygon is not a U-block,
it has at least 10 vertices.
Case 4: The polygon has a non-plain side notch. Place a single guard s
with a unique color under the non-plain side notch. Let {p ∈ Vis(s) | ¬∃q ∈
P \ Vis(s) with pq ∈ P and pq is horizontal}. The leftover polygon has at
least six fewer vertices and one color is used (see Figure 3.14).
Case 5: The polygon has three or more notches. Both side notches are
plain, as otherwise Case 4 would have applied. Place two guards (sharing a
color) back to back in the upper corners of the side notches. If we remove the
side notches from the polygon, the leftmost remaining notch is now a non-
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P \ RR
Figure 3.14: A guard placed under a non-plain side notch leaves a polygon
with at least six fewer vertices.
plain side notch. Place a guard s with a unique color on the bottom edge
under that notch (as per Case 4). Let R be the union of {p ∈ Vis(s) | ¬∃q ∈
P \ Vis(s) with pq ∈ P and pq is horizontal} and the two original plain
side notches. The leftover polygon has at least ten fewer vertices (four are
removed when the side notches are guarded, and six are removed by the
guard on the bottom edge), and two colors are used.
R
P \R
Figure 3.15: Two guards of one color placed in the side notches, and one
guard of a second color placed under the leftmost remaining notch. The
resulting unguarded bar graph polygon has at least 10 fewer vertices.
Since each case removes m vertices and uses at most ⌊m/5⌋ colors, the
entire n-vertex polygon is guarded by a guard set using at most ⌊n/5⌋ colors,
except for a portion of a single notch or single U-block.
The concept of a bar graph polygon needs to be slightly generalized for use
in the main result of this section. A bar graph family is a set consisting of
the union of disjoint bar graph polygons P1, P2, . . . , Pℓ in the plane arranged
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such that no two separate bar graph polygons contain points with the same
x-coordinate (all bar graph polygons are assumed to be aligned to the same
x and y axes; see Figure 3.16). A bar graph family F is safely guarded by a
finite set S of colored points if the following conditions are met:
1. S ⊂ F
2. Within a single polygon of the family, no two members of S that share
a color conflict.
3. Let s1, s2 ∈ S be distinct points, in which s1 ∈ Pi and s2 ∈ Pj (with
i 6= j). Let Bi be the bottom edge of Pi and Bj be the bottom edge
of Pj. For each point q ∈ R2 \ F , either s1q ∩ (δPi \ Bi) 6= ∅ or
s2q ∩ (δPj \Bj). See Figure 3.17.
P4P1
P2
P3
Figure 3.16: A bar graph family made up of the union of four bar graph
polygons, P1, P2, P3, and P4. Note that, if i 6= j, no point in Pi shares an
x-coordinate with any point in Pj .
Lemma 13. Let F be a bar graph polygon with n vertices. There exists a set
of colored points S using at most ⌊n/5⌋+ 1 colors that safely guards F .
Proof. Apply Lemma 12 to each bar graph polygon in F that is not a notch
or a U-block (using a different set of colors for each polygon). This uses m
colors and leaves a set of U-blocks and notches that collectively contain at
most n− 5m vertices.
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Figure 3.17: The two red guards do not satisfy the third condition, as they
can both be connected to a point q via a straight line that goes through
their polygon’s bottom edge. They are therefore not acceptable as part of a
set that safely guards the bar graph family. The blue guards do satisfy the
third condition.
At this point, three different reductions will be used to guard U-blocks and
notches. These reductions will use ℓ colors total, and leave a polygon with
at most n− 5m− 6ℓ vertices.
If two U-blocks remain unguarded, then both can be safely guarded by
four guards that use two colors, with two guards to each color (see Figure
3.18). This uses two colors, and eliminates 16 vertices.
Figure 3.18: Four guards using two colors safely guard a pair of U-blocks.
Guards that share the same color are placed along polygon boundaries that
ensure that they cannot be connected to a common point through the
bottom edges of the polygon.
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If a U-block and a notch remain unguarded, then both can be safely
guarded by three guards using two colors (see Figure 3.19). This uses two
colors, and eliminates 12 vertices.
Figure 3.19: Three guards using two colors to safely guard a notch and a
U-block. Guards that share the same color are placed along polygon
boundaries that ensure that they cannot be connected to a common point
through the bottom edges of the polygon.
If two notches remain unguarded, then both can be safely guarded by two
guards that share a color (place a guard on the right edge of the left notch,
and a guard on the left edge of the right notch). This uses one color, and
eliminates eight vertices.
At this point, either no portion of F is left unguarded, or only a single
U-block or notch remains unguarded. If a U-block is left, then guard it with
two guards using two new colors (eliminating eight vertices while using two
colors). If a notch is left, then guard it with a single guard with a new color
(eliminating four vertices using one color).
Since, in each stage of the reduction, the number of additional colors used
is at least five times the number of new colors used (other than the coverage
of a final remaining U-block or notch, which uses one additional color), the
total number of colors required to safely guard F is ⌊n/5⌋ + 1.
Lemma 13 can be combined with Theorem 9 to provide a bound on the
number of colors required for a monotone rectilinear polygon.
Lemma 14. For an n-vertex monotone rectilinear polygon P , χG(P ) ≤ n/5+
11.
Proof. The polygon P is first partitioned into bar graph polygons and stair-
case polygons. The assumption will be made that P is not a bar graph
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polygon already, as otherwise the previous lemma would cover it. Let Q be
a staircase polygon that satisfies the following conditions listed below (also
see Figure 3.20).
1. Q ⊆ P
2. Q’s left edge is a subset of P ’s left edge.
3. Q’s right edge has a maximal x value among all staircase polygons that
satisfy the first two conditions.
4. Q has maximal area among all staircase polygons that satisfy the first
three conditions.
Figure 3.20: A monotone rectilinear polygon and a staircase subpolygon
that satisfies the four conditions.
The staircase polygon Q will either be ascending or descending. An as-
cending (descending) staircase polygon has the leftmost point on its upper
subchain have a y value at most (least) as high as the y value of the rightmost
point on its upper subchain, and the leftmost point on its lower subchain have
a y value at most (least) as high as the y value on the rightmost point of
its lower subchain. Note that these are mutually exclusive as long as Q is
not a rectangle, and Q cannot be a rectangle unless P is a rectangle without
violating the fourth condition.
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The set P \ Q consists of bar graph polygons and at most one monotone
rectilinear polygon. If Q is ascending, the monotone rectilinear polygon will
border Q’s lower subchain, and if Q is descending, the monotone rectilin-
ear polygon will border Q’s upper subchain. Run this partition procedure
recursively on the remainder of the polygon. This will partition P into stair-
case polygons and bar graph polygons (see Figure 3.21). Let Qi be the ith
staircase polygon placed by this process. If Qi is ascending, then Qi+1 is
descending and vice versa.
Figure 3.21: A monotone rectilinear polygon partitioned into staircase
polygons and bar graph polygons.
Note that Qi and Qi+3 are separated by an ascending and a descending
staircase, and therefore no point in Qi can conflict with a point in Qi+3. By
Theorem 9, each staircase polygon requires no more than three colors. Since
no point in Qi can conflict with a point in Qi+3, those staircases can share
the same three colors. Therefore, at most nine colors are required to guard
the staircase polygons.
This leaves the bar graph polygons. Some of the bar graph polygons are
above the staircase polygons, and some are below the staircase polygons. The
bar graph polygons above the staircases form a bar graph family that can
be guarded as per Lemma 12. The bar graph polygons below the staircases
form another bar graph family. The total number of vertices in both families
is at most n (see Figure 3.22), so Lemma 13 implies that together they can
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be guarded with at most ⌊n/5⌋+ 2 colors.
Figure 3.22: Each vertex in a component of the bar graph family is either
a vertex of the input polygon (circled in blue), or lies above (in the case of
the bar graph family along the top) or below (in the case of the bar graph
family along the bottom) a unique vertex (circled in red). Therefore, the
total number of vertices in both families is at most n.
Combining the number of colors required for both the staircase and bar
graph polygons yields ⌊n/5⌋ + 11 colors.
3.6 Spiral Polygons
Like staircase polygons, spiral polygons require only a constant number of
colors and are useful primarily as pieces in a decomposition.
3.6.1 Upper Bound
Theorem 15. For any spiral polygon P , χG(P ) ≤ 2.
Proof. The spiral polygon consists of two subchains, a reflex subchain, and
a convex subchain. Let vs and vt be the endpoints of the convex subchain.
The members of the guard set S will be indexed in the order that they are
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placed (si is the ith guard placed). Place s1 at vs. Let pi be the point most
clockwise along the convex subchain that is visible from si. Let bi be the
most counterclockwise vertex along the reflex subchain visible from si. Let
gi be the vertex immediately clockwise from bi. Let ri be the point on the
convex subchain colinear with gi and bi and visible from both. Note that pn
and rn define the endpoints of an interval along the convex subchain. Place
sn+1 at a point on this interval that is not one of the endpoints. Note that
this means sn+1 6∈ Vis(sn). Terminate when a guard can see vt (see Figure
3.23).
The set S can be shown to be a guard set for P by triangulating the P
using the P ’s vertices, the members of S, and the points pi and showing
that each triangle has a member of S as one of its vertices. Suppose that
the polygon bounded by the edges starting from pi counterclockwise along
the boundary of P until bi and the edge between pi and bi has already been
triangulated such that each triangle contains a vertex in the set {sj|j ≤ i}.
It must be shown that si+1 can guard the subpolygon bordered by the edges
counterclockwise from pi+1 to pi, the edge between pi and bi, the vertices
counterclockwise from bi to bi+1, and the edge between bi+1 and pi+1. If each
of these vertices in the subpolygon is visible from si+1, then the subpolygon
can be triangulated by connecting each vertex to si+1, meaning that si+1
guards the entire subpolygon (see Figure 3.23).
Since si+1 is placed on the interval in between pi and ri, it must be able to
see the entire edge between gi and bi, meaning that bi is visible from si+1. By
definition, the vertex bi+1 is visible from si+1. Examine the polygon consisting
of the edges along the reflex subchain between bi and bi+1, si+1bi, and si+1bi+1.
Since all the vertices along the reflex subchain are reflex, they cannot have
edges between each other in a triangulation, so in any triangulation, they
must all be connected to si+1 (see Figure 3.24). By definition, the point
pi+1 is visible from si+1. The point pi is visible to si+1 because si+1 is on
the convex subchain interval between pi and ri. If two points on the convex
subchain interval between pi and ri are not mutually visible, then there must
be a reflex vertex between bi and gi on the reflex subchain. However, by
definition, there are no such vertices. Because the vertices in between pi and
pi+1 lie on a convex subchain, if si+1 can see both pi and pi+1, then si+1 can
see all the vertices in between. This means that Pi+1 can be triangulated with
every triangle having si+1 as an endpoint, so si+1 guards Pi+1 (the triangle
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Figure 3.23: [top left] A spiral polygon P . The convex subchain is dashed,
and the reflex subchain is solid. [top right] The first guard s1 is placed on
vertex vs. The interval in which s2 can be placed is dashed. [bottom left]
The portions of the polygon that are guarded by s1 and s2. [bottom right]
A guard placement and 2-coloring for the entire polygon.
with endpoints pi+1, bi+1, and si+1 is degenerate, as those three points are
colinear, but this is not a problem). This technique still works if si+1 can see
vt (in this case, pi+1 = bi+1 = vt). This implies inductively that S is a guard
set for P .
Because all the guards are along the convex subchain, if two guards conflict,
their visibility polygons must intersect somewhere along the convex subchain.
Also, since si 6∈ Vis(si+1) and si 6∈ Vis(si−1), si+1 cannot conflict with sn−1,
or there would be no room along the convex subchain to place si. Therefore,
all evenly indexed guards can be colored red, and all oddly indexed guards
can be colored blue, so χG(P ) ≤ 2.
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Figure 3.24: A polygon with only three convex vertices that appear
consecutively has only one triangulation, and can be guarded by a guard
placed at the middle convex vertex.
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CHAPTER 4
CONNECTED VISIBILITY GRAPH
VARIANT
Suppose that the visually navigating robot is only capable of motion prim-
itives that “drive towards” a landmark. These “drive towards” primitives
merely guarantee that the robot will eventually arrive at the the specified
landmark and that the landmark will remain in the robot’s field of view dur-
ing the transit. “Drive towards” is not meant to imply that the robot takes
the most direct path to the landmark. For example, the robot pictured in
Figure 1.3 that navigates by maximizing the number of pixels in its field of
view usually take a zig-zag path to its goal.
Suppose a landmark set satisfied the following three conditions:
1. There is no point where the robot can see two landmarks of the same
class at the same time.
2. For each point in the environment, there exists a landmark visible from
that point.
3. For any two landmarks sstart and sgoal, there is a sequence of landmarks
[sstart = s1, s2, . . . , sk−1, sk = sgoal] such that si is visible from si−1 for
2 ≤ i ≤ k.
The first two conditions are the same as the ones described in Chapter 1.
The third condition is new. It requires that the visibility graph of the land-
marks is connected. As mentioned before, this is a graph in which each graph
vertex is a landmark, with two vertices joined by an edge if the corresponding
landmarks are mutually visible.
An environment containing such a landmark set could be easily searched
for a “treasure landmark” by a robot equipped only with “drive towards”
primitives. The treasure must be visible from one of the other landmarks,
and the robot could use a graph searching algorithm to travel to each land-
mark until the treasure is found. The robot would not even require a priori
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knowledge about the number of landmarks or their arrangement. Due to the
first condition, the landmarks are always locally distinguishable to the robot.
This provides the robot sufficient information to use the graph searching al-
gorithm described in [32].
Minimizing the number of landmark classes in this situation is difficult. On
one hand, the visibility graph must be connected, but on the other hand, the
conflict graph (which contains the visibility graph as a spanning subgraph)
must retain a low chromatic number.
Let ConnGuards(P ) be the set of all guard sets of a polygon P that have
connected visibility graphs. The minimum number of landmark classes re-
quired to satisfy the three conditions, termed the connected landmark class
number of P and denoted χCL(P ), is defined as
χCL(P ) = min
S∈ConnGuards(P )
χ(Conflict(S, P )). (4.1)
4.1 Lower Bound for General Polygons
A lower bound on the connected landmark class number can be obtained for
general polygons using a simple arrangement of line, similar to the technique
used in Theorem 5.
Theorem 16. For any k ∈ N, there exists a polygon Pk with 18k vertices
such that χCL(Pk) ≥ 5k.
Proof. As in Theorem 5, the polygon Pk will be constructed from 2k gadgets.
Each gadget consists of nine line segments. An example is shown in Figure
4.1. Each gadget consists of two bent pathways that end in a point. In order
to guard the point at the end of each path and ensure the connectedness of
the visibility graph, two guards must be placed inside the gadget in such a
way that a portions of their visibility regions extend outside the gadget in a
narrow cone.
Let T be a simple arrangement of 2k lines. Make a closed convex 2k-gon
bounding box B that contains each intersection among the lines of T in its
interior, and has a boundary vertex on each line of T . Replace each of the
boundary vertices with a gadget (see Figure 4.2).
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Figure 4.1: [top left] A gadget. In order to guard the black point on the
left side of the gadget, a guard must be placed in the shaded blue region.
[top right] If the visibility region of the guard placed in the blue region does
not extend outside the gadget, then another guard must be placed in the
shaded grey region in order to ensure that the visibility graph is connected.
[bottom] The left side of the gadget can be divided into three regions. A
guard must be placed in region 2, or guards must be placed in region 1 and
3. Any guard in region 2 or 3 (or on any of the blue lines that bound the
regions) has a visibility region that extends outside the gadget.
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Figure 4.2: The polygon Pk for k = 3. Six gadgets are present (54 total
vertices), and at least 15 colors are needed.
In order to guard the interiors of each gadget, two guards must be placed
in the gadget in such a way that the portion of their visibility regions that
extends into B closely follows the corresponding line (region 2 or 3 of the
gadget). These guards will be referred to as gadget-line guards. Note that, be-
cause the lines of the arrangement intersect pairwise, each gadget-line guard
requires a unique color.
In order to ensure that the visibility graph is connected, additional guards
must be placed. They cannot be placed in region 1 of the gadgets, so any of
these additional guards will conflict with all previously placed guards. The
visibility regions of the two gadget-line guards from a single gadget closely
follow the line in the arrangement. Since these lines only intersect pairwise, a
guard can only be adjacent to at most four gadget-line guards in the visibility
graph (two gadget-line guards each from two gadgets).
Since each gadget has 9 vertices, and there are 2k gadgets total, Pk has
18k vertices. At the very minimum, this polygon requires 4k gadget-line
guards, and an additional k guards in B to ensure that the visibility graph
is connected. All of these guards mutually conflict, and so at least 5k colors
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are required.
4.2 Lower Bound for Monotone Polygons
Like the bound for monotone polygons in the previous chapter, this bound
uses a “comb” polygon.
Theorem 17. For any odd k ∈ N, there exists a monotone polygon Mk with
3
4
(k2 + 2k + 1) vertices such that χCL(Mk) ≥ k.
Proof. The “comb” polygon Mk consists of a trapezoidal region with (k +
1)2/4 notches. Each of the triangular notches is very thin; therefore it is
impossible to use the same guard to guard two notches simultaneously. There
are two types of guards. Notch guards are guards placed inside the triangular
notches. Body guards are guards placed in the lower trapezoidal region. Let
xnotch and xbody denote the number of colors assigned to each type of guard.
Note that each body guard requires its own unique color, all body guards are
mutually visible, and two notch guards in different notches require a path
through VisGraph(S, P ) for which the non-endpoint vertices are body guards
(see Figure 4.3).
Figure 4.3: A monotone “comb polygon”. Notch guards are green, blue,
and yellow. Body guards are red and purple. [top] Notch guards require
body guards to connect them to the rest of the visibility graph. No notch
guards that share a connecting body guard can have the same color.
[bottom] A body guard can guard one notch by itself.
c© 2012 IEEE
Due to the thinness of the notches, a body guard can only guard a single
notch tip. A single color assigned to notch guards could be used to guard
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each notch tip, but then each notch guard would require its own body guard
(with a unique color) to ensure that VisGraph(S, P ) is connected, which
would require the number of colors to be linear in the number of notches.
A set T of notch guards can share one “connecting” body guard, but only
if
⋂
t∈T Vis(t) 6= ∅, which means that all members of T must use different
colors (this body guard could guard a notch by itself). Suppose the notches
are grouped into sets of size m, guarded by m− 1 notch guards and 1 body
guard, in which the same m− 1 colors are used in the notch guards of each
set. There is no reason to make the sets different sizes (if one set uses y colors
in its notch guards, and another uses z < y colors, then the second set could
include more notches without raising the total number of colors used). If the
notches are grouped in this way, then xnotch ≥ m−1 and xbody ≥ (k+1)2/4m.
Since χCL(Mk) = xnotch + xbody, we obtain
χCL(Mk) ≥ min{m− 1 + (k + 1)
2
4m
| m ∈ N}. (4.2)
The value of m that minimizes the right side is m = k+1
2
, which after sub-
stitution reduces it to χCL(Mk) ≥ k. We do not claim that a grouping of
notches in which every notch is a part of a size k+1
2
set that all share a com-
mon body guard actually exists, merely that any realizable grouping would
use at least as many colors.
Since each notch requires 3 vertices and the polygon has (k+1)2/4 notches,
Mk has
3
4
(k2 + 2k + 1) vertices.
4.3 Upper Bound for Monotone Polygons
An upper bound on the number of landmarks required for an n-vertex mono-
tone polygon is ⌊(n − 2)/2⌋, provided by [46] and [47]. Coincidentally, this
bound is actually tight even for monotone polygons, because the pathological
family of polygons provided by Pinciu [47] is monotone (recall Figure 2.10).
Since one could place a set of landmarks according to Pinciu’s algorithm and
give them all different colors, there is a trivial bound of χCL(P ) ≤ ⌊(n−2)/2⌋.
However, one can generally do better than this by reusing colors. In this sec-
tion, it will be shown that that χCL(P ) ≤ n/3 + 12.
A monotone polygon P will be decomposed into a number of smaller hemi-
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monotone polygons. A monotone polygon is hemimonotone if one path be-
tween the monotone endpoints is a straight line. Because these hemimono-
tone polygons are used as part of a decomposition and to avoid confusion
with the monotone endpoints of the input polygon, the monotone endpoints
of a hemimonotone polygon will be referred to as vleft (the one is the lower
x-coordinate) and vright (the one with the higher x-coordinate). The portion
of the boundary consisting of the line segment vleftvright will be referred to
as the base (see Figure 4.4). Note that vleft and vright cannot be reflex ver-
tices. Let L = [vleft, v1, v2, v3, . . . , vright] be the sequence of vertices of ∂P ,
ordered as per their appearance on the non-base path between vleft and vright.
Hemimonotone polygons are allowed to be degenerate, meaning that it is
possible for vi to intersect vleftvright (see Figure 4.4). After the decomposi-
tion, it will be shown that hemimonotone polygons can be guarded with few
guards placed only on the bases. Finally, it will be shown that a set of guards
requiring only a constant number of colors can be added to ensure that the
visibility graph is connected.
vright
v4 v9v1
v2 v3 v5
v6 v7
v8
vleft
Figure 4.4: [left] A hemimonotone polygon. [right] A degenerate
hemimonotone polygon.
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If a monotone polygon P is structured such that vfront ∈ Vis(vback), then
P can be decomposed into two hemimonotone polygons by using the line
segment vfrontvback. However, if those two points cannot see each other, a
more complicated approach is required.
There are three types of line segments and pairs of lines segments that
can be exploited to guarantee that a pair of hemimonotone polygons are
separated enough to use identical color sets. Suppose there exists a line
segment with one endpoint e1 (the endpoint of the segment with the lower
x-coordinate) on the lower subchain, then intersects a reflex vertex r1 of the
upper subchain, then intersects a reflex vertex r2 of the lower subchain, and
then has an endpoint e2 on the upper subchain (or alternately, a line segment
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with the same behavior with the upper and lower subchains reversed). Call
such a line segment a valid bitangent. A valid bitangent divides the polygon
into four regions (see Figure 4.5).
• P1 - A monotone polygon containing vfront.
• P2 - A hemimonotone polygon with e1r2 as a base.
• P3 - A hemimonotone polygon with r1e2 as a base.
• P4 - A monotone polygon containing vback.
e2
P4
P3
r2
P1
P2e1
r1
Figure 4.5: A valid bitangent.
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For a point p1 ∈ P1 \ e1r1, Vis(p1) ∩ (P3 ∪ P4) = ∅, because r1 blocks p1’s
view of P3, and r2 blocks p1’s view of P4. Similarly, for a point p4 ∈ P4 \ r2e2,
Vis(p4) ∩ (P1 ∪ P2) = ∅, because r2 blocks p4’s view of P2, and r1 blocks p4’s
view of P1. Therefore, p1 and p4 do not conflict, which means that, other
than the portion of e1e2 that each polygon contains, guards placed in P4 can
reuse the colors of the guards placed in P1.
Certain pairs of line segments can also be exploited to ensure separation.
Consider a pair of line segments, e1e2 and e2e3, such that e1, e2, and e3 are
on the upper subchain, e2 has a higher x-coordinate than e1, e3 has a higher
x-coordinate than e2, e1e2 intersects the lower subchain at a reflex vertex r1,
and e2e3 intersects the lower subchain at a reflex vertex r2 (again, one could
swap the use of upper and lower in the preceeding description). These two
line segments (which will be referred to collectively as an L-gadget), along
with a line segment perpendicular to H that intersects e2, divide the polygon
into six regions (see Figure 4.6).
• P1 - A monotone polygon containing vfront.
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• P2 - A hemimonotone polygon with e1e2 as a base.
• P3 - A hemimonotone polygon with r1e2 as a base.
• P4 - A hemimonotone polygon with e2r2 as a base.
• P5 - A hemimonotone polygon with e2e3 as a base.
• P6 - A monotone polygon containing vback.
A point p1 ∈ P1 \ e1r1 cannot conflict with a point p6 ∈ P6 \ r2e3, because
Vis(p1) cannot extend far enough right to reach e2, and Vis(p6) cannot extend
far enough left to reach e2. Therefore, other than the aforementioned line
segments, P1 and P6 can be guarded by guards that use the same sets of
colors.
P2 P3 P4 P5
e1
e2
e3
r1 r2
P6P1
Figure 4.6: An L-gadget. A vertical segment is added below e2 to ensure
that P2 and P3 are hemimonotone.
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Another exploitable pair of line segments is a more complicated type of
bitangent that will be referred to as a hybrid bitangent. This consists of
a line segment e1e2 with endpoints on the lower subchain that intersects a
reflex vertex r1 of the upper subchain. There is also a bitangent line segment
ce3, with endpoint c ∈ r1e2 that first intersects a reflex vertex of the lower
subchain r2, then a reflex vertex of the upper subchain r3. The endpoint e3
is on the lower subchain. This divides P into six regions (see Figure 4.7).
• P1 - A monotone polygon containing vfront.
• P2 - A hemimonotone polygon with e1e2 as a base.
• P3 - A hemimonotone polygon with r1c as a base.
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• P4 - A hemimonotone polygon with ce2 as a base.
• P5 - A degenerate hemimonotone polygon with ce3 as a base.
• P6 - A monotone polygon containing vback.
For a point p1 ∈ P1 \ e1r1, Vis(p1) ⊂ P1 ∪ P2, because r1 prevents the
visibility polygon from intersecting the other four regions. Similarly, for a
point p6 ∈ P6 \ r3e3, Vis(p6) ⊂ P6 ∪ P5, because r3 prevents the visibility
polygon from intersecting the other four regions.
P5e2
c
r2P1
r1
e1
P3
P6
P4
r3
e3
P2
Figure 4.7: A hybrid bitangent. A vertical segment is added above c to
ensure that P3 and P4 are hemimonotone.
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Lemma 18. Let P be a monotone polygon that has been partially decom-
posed through the addition of a set M of line segments. Let P ′ ⊂ P be the
subpolygon with edges in M ∪ ∂P that contains vback. A line segment mi
may be added to M that decomposes P ′ such that mi has one of the following
properties:
• The first line segment placed, m1, contains vfront as an endpoint and
intersects a reflex vertex.
• The last line segment placed, mk, contains vback as an endpoint and
intersects a reflex vertex.
• For 1 < i < k, the segment mi is a valid bitangent, the latter half of an
L-gadget (the e2e3 edge), or the latter half of a hybrid bitangent (the
ce3 edge).
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Proof. Assume that vfront 6∈ Vis(vback) (otherwise the polygon could just be
decomposed with vfrontvback). Since vfront 6∈ Vis(vback), the Euclidean shortest
path from vfront to vback must contain a segment vfrontr, where r is a reflex
vertex. The segment −−−→vfrontr ∩ P can be used as m1.
Next is the case where mi does not contain vfront or vback. Assume that all
prior edges have been placed according to the guidelines. Assume without
loss of generality that the endpoint of mi−1 that is in P
′ is on the lower
subchain. Call that point p. Now consider the segment mi−1 ∩ P ′. One
endpoint of this segment is p. The other endpoint, q, must be located on the
upper subchain. Assume that no point in mi−1 can see vback.
Let y be a ray that extends upwards from p. Let end(y) be the point
on ∂P that intersects y that is furthest from y’s source point. Since P ′ is
monotone relative to a horizontal line, end(y) must initially be some point
in the upper subchain. Rotate the direction of y clockwise until reaching the
angle where an arbitrarily small clockwise rotation would cause end(y) to
be on the lower subchain, and an arbitrarily small counterclockwise rotation
would cause end(y) to be on the upper subchain. One of two things must have
happened to make further rotation impossible. Either the upper subchain
has abruptly ended, in which case y intersects some reflex vertex rupper of the
upper subchain, or some reflex vertex rlower of the lower subchain is getting
in the way. In the first case, y forms the second half of an L-gadget (where
r1 = q, e2 = p, r2 = rupper, e3 = end(y), and e1 is a point to the left of q on
the mi−1 segment), so use y∩P ′ asmi. In the second case, move the source of
y towards q along pq, but ensure that y continues to intersect rlower. Continue
moving the source of y toward q until the source reaches the point where an
arbitrarily small movement toward q places end(y) on the lower subchain and
an arbitrarily small movement toward p places end(y) on the upper subchain
or until a reflex vertex rint on the upper subchain intersects the portion of y
between the source and rlower. If the source of y reaches q, and end(y) is still
on the upper subchain, then y forms a valid bitangent (q = r1, rlower = r2,
end(y) = e2, and e1 is a point on the lower subchain belowmi−1), so use y∩P ′
as mi. If the movement of the source of y causes the ray to intersect a reflex
vertex rint on the upper chain in the segment between rlower and the source
of y, then y forms a valid bitangent (r1 = rint, r2 = rlower, e2 = end(y), and
e1 is on the other side of mi−1, but the valid bitangent need not actually be
extended that far, because that region is already decomposed). A vertical line
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must be extended upward from the source of y to ensure that all subpolygons
are hemimonotone. If the movement of the source of y causes end(y) to move
to the lower subchain, then one of two things happened. Either the upper
subchain ended abruptly, and y intersects some reflex vertex r′upper of the
upper subchain, or a reflex vertex r′lower of the lower subchain got in the way.
In the first case, y forms the second half of a hybrid bitangent (with q = r1,
p = e2, rlower = r2, r
′
upper = r3, end(y) = e3, and the source of y as c), so
use y as mi. In the second case, continue moving the source of y closer to
q, but ensure that y intersects r′lower instead of rlower (and replace the reflex
vertex on the lower chain intersected by y repeatedly if the need arises). This
process must eventually terminate, because there are only a finite number of
reflex vertices on the lower subchain.
For the last edge mk, some point on mk−1 must be able to see vback. If the
q point of mk−1 can see vback, then qvback can be used as mk, because q is a
reflex vertex. If q 6∈ Vis(vback), then let x be the point in qp∩Vis(vback) closest
to q. There must be some reflex vertex r that prevents a point closer to q
from seeing vback. Therefore, xvback can be used as mk, because it intersects
reflex vertex r.
Guard sets based on the decomposition defined in Lemma 18 that meet cer-
tain conditions have connected visibility graphs, as described in the following
lemma. For the purposes of the following two lemmas, index the members
of set M = {m1, m2, . . . , m|M |} in the order that they were added. Also, let
T = {t1, t2, t3, . . . , t|M |−1} be a set of points such that ti is the intersection of
mi and mi+1.
Lemma 19. In a hemimonotone decomposition of a monotone polygon P
by the process described in Lemma 18, and a guard set S of P where T ⊂
S, and for each s ∈ S there exists an ℓ ∈ M such that s ∈ ℓ, the graph
VisGraph(S, P ) is connected.
Proof. If |T | = 0, then vfront ∈ Vis(vback) and vfrontvback is the only member
of M , and a guard set that is contained in a single line segment within the
polygon has a connected visibility graph.
If |T | 6= 0, then for all 1 < i ≤ |T |, ti ∈ Vis(ti−1). Therefore, the vertices
of T form a connected component in VisGraph(S, P ). Since guards are only
placed on members ofM , and each member ofM contains a vertex in T , every
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vertex of S \ T is adjacent to a vertex of T in VisGraph(S, P ). Therefore,
VisGraph(S, P ) is connected.
Additionally, two hemimonotone polygons generated by this decomposition
can be covered by guards using the same color set if their bases are sufficiently
separated.
Lemma 20. For points pi ∈ mi \ {ti}, and pi+3 ∈ mi+3 \ {ti+2}, Vis(pi) ∩
Vis(pi+3) = ∅.
Proof. Since mi+1 and mi+2 are consecutive, either they form an L-gadget,
they form a hybrid bitangent, or one of them is a valid bitangent. Therefore,
mi+1 and mi+2 separate P into several subpolygons [P1, P2, P3, . . . Pk], where
vfront ∈ P1, vback ∈ Pk, and for all 2 ≤ i ≤ k − 1, Pi is hemimonotone. Let
ℓ1 be the boundary between P1 and P2, and let ℓk be the boundary between
Pk−1 and Pk. No point in P1 \ ℓ1 can conflict with any point in Pk \ ℓk (see
Figures 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7). Since mi ∩ ℓ1 = {ti} and mi+3 ∩ ℓk = {ti+2},
Vis(pi) ∩Vis(pi+3) = ∅.
Now that the decomposition is defined, some results about the number of
guards required for the hemimonotone polygons are necessary.
Lemma 21. A hemimonotone polygon P with n vertices can be guarded by
a set of ⌊n/3⌋ guards, where all guards are placed on vleftvright.
Proof. The polygon P is monotone with respect to a lineH , which is assumed
to be horizontal.
This will proceed via induction on n, the number of vertices in P . The
base cases are when n = 3, n = 4, and n = 5. If P is convex, a guard at
vleft will suffice to guard the whole polygon. Therefore, assume that P is
not convex (which means that n = 4 or n = 5). Let ℓ be a vertical line
that intersects v2. Let q be the point at the intersection of vleftvright and ℓ.
Therefore vleft, vright, v2 ∈ Vis(q). Consider the quadrilateral with vertices
vleft, v1, v2, and q. If v1 is convex, then the quadrilateral is convex, and a
guard at q guards the whole quadrilateral. If v1 is reflex, then the only
possible triangulation of the quadrilateral places an edge between v1 and q,
as vleft 6∈ Vis(v2). Therefore, v1 ∈ Vis(q), and if n = 5, then by symmetry
v3 ∈ Vis(q). If n = 4, then the remainder of P is a triangle. Therefore, P
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can be triangulated with a Steiner point at q, with all triangles sharing a
vertex at q. Therefore, a guard at q guards all of P .
In the inductive step, the goal is to decompose the n-vertex hemimonotone
polygon P into two polygons Q and R, where Q is a hemimonotone polygon
with at most n − 3 vertices, and R can be guarded by one guard placed on
vleft, vright (this guard may be located in Q). Since the base cases apply when
n ≤ 5, assume that P has at least 6 vertices (and therefore P must contain
a v4 vertex). There are eight subcases, based on whether v1, v2, and v3 are
convex or reflex. Figure 4.8 provides illustrations of these subcases.
1 :
2 :
3 :
p
p
p
5 :
6 :
p
qp
4 :
q
p
p
q
7 :
8 :
p
p
Figure 4.8: Illustrations of the eight inductive step cases for Lemma 21.
The leftmost vertex is vleft. The shaded area represents the subpolygon R.
The guard is placed on the blue point. The black vertices represent other
vertices of P or R. The points p and q are labelled if applicable.
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1) v1, v2, and v3 are convex - Let R be the pentagon with vertices v1,
v2, v3, v4, and vleft. Since v1, v2, and v3 are convex, v4 ∈ Vis(vleft). This
pentagon can be triangulated with vleft present in each triangle, so a guard
placed at vleft guards R. The polygon Q lacks v1, v2, and v3.
2) v1 and v2 are convex, v3 is reflex - If v4 ∈ Vis(vleft), then R has vertices
v1, v2, v3, v4, and vleft, and can be triangulated and guarded in the same way
as the previous case. If v4 6∈ Vis(vleft), then let point p be the intersection of
vleftvright and the line formed by extending v3v4. The polygon R has vertices
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vleft, v1, v2, v3, and p, is convex, and can be guarded with a single guard at
vleft. The polygon Q lacks v1, v2, v3, and vleft, but does contain p as a vertex.
3) v1 and v3 are convex, v2 is reflex - Let p be the point at the intersection of
vleftvright and a line perpendicular to H that intersects v2. Since v1 and v3 are
convex, p ∈ Vis(v4)∩Vis(vleft). The polygon R has vertices vleft, v1, v2, v3, v4,
and p. Since P is monotone with respect to H and pv2 is perpendicular to
H , p ∈ Vis(v1)∩Vis(v3). Therefore, R can be triangulated with all triangles
sharing p as a vertex. Therefore, a guard at p guards all of R. The polygon
Q lacks v1, v2, v3, and vleft, but does contain p as a vertex.
4) v1 is convex, v2 and v3 are reflex - If v4 ∈ Vis(vleft), then v3 ∈ Vis(vleft)
because otherwise, v2 would have to block vleft’s view of v3, which means that
it would also block vleft’s view of v4, as v3 is reflex. Therefore, if v4 ∈ Vis(vleft),
then R is a pentagon with vertices vleft, v1, v2, v3, and v4, and R can be
triangulated as per case 1. If v4 6∈ Vis(vleft), then let p be the intersection of
vleftvright and the line formed by extending v3v4. Let q be the intersection of
vleftvright and the line perpendicular to H that intersects v2. The polygon R
has vertices vleft, v1, v2, v3, and p. The polygon Q lacks v1, v2, v3, and vleft, but
does contain p as a vertex. The polygon R can be guarded by a single guard
at point q (it is possible for q to not be in R). Since pv2 is perpendicular to
H , q ∈ Vis(v1) ∩ Vis(v3). Therefore, if q ∈ R, then R can be triangulated
with a Steiner point at q where all triangles share a vertex at q, so a guard
at q guards R. If q 6∈ R, then the polygon R′ with vertices vleft, v1, v2, v3, q
can be triangulated with all triangles sharing a vertex at q. Since R ⊂ R′,
and a guard at q guards R′, a guard at q guards R.
5) v1 is reflex, v2 and v3 are convex - Let point p be the intersection of
vleftvright and the line perpendicular to H that intersects v1. Let R be the
polygon with vertices vleft, v1, v2, v3, v4, and p. Since v2 and v3 are convex,
and pv1 is perpendicular to H , v2, v3, v4 ∈ Vis(p). Therefore, R can be
triangulated with all triangles sharing p as a vertex, so a guard at p guards
R. The polygon Q lacks v1, v2, v3, and vleft, but does contain p as a vertex.
6) v1 and v3 are reflex, v2 is convex - Let point p be the intersection of
vleftvright and the line perpendicular to H that intersects v2. Let point q
be the intersection of vleftvright and the line that intersects v3 and v4 (such
an intersection may not exist if vleftvright is not long enough). If q exists and
d(vright, q) < d(vright, p), then let R be the polygon with vertices vleft, v1, v2, v3,
and q. In this case, Q lacks vleft, v1, v2, and v3, but contains q as a vertex.
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A guard at p is sufficient to guard R, as v1 cannot block p’s view of vleft or
v2 and the other vertices are on the other side of pv2. Therefore, R can be
triangulated with a Steiner point at p with all triangles sharing a vertex at
p, so a guard at p guards R. If q does not exist or d(vright, q) ≥ d(vright, p),
then let R be the polygon with vertices vleft, v1, v2, v3, v4, and p. In this case,
Q lacks vleft, v1, v2, and v3, but contains p as a vertex. The line segment pv2
divides R into two quadrilaterals with one reflex vertex each. Since p is not
adjacent to either reflex vertex in either quadrilateral, a guard at p can guard
both quadrilaterals, and thus all of R.
7) v1 and v2 are reflex, v3 is convex - Let point p be the intersection of
vleftvright and the line perpendicular to H that intersects v3. Let R be the
polygon with vertices vleft, v1, v2, v3, v4, and p. The line segment pv3 divides R
into a pentagon and a triangle. A guard at p guards the entire triangle, and
the pentagon has only three convex vertices, where p is the middle convex
vertex, so a guard at p guards the entire pentagon as well. The polygon Q
lacks vleft, v1, v2, v3, but contains p as a vertex.
8) v1, v2, and v3 are reflex - Let point p be the intersection of vleftvright
and the line perpendicular to H that intersects v4. Let R be the polygon
with vertices vleft, v1, v2, v3, v4, and p. The polygon Q lacks vleft, v1, v2, v3, but
contains p as a vertex. Since R has only three convex vertices and p is the
middle convex vertex, a guard at p guards all of R.
Combining these lemmas leads to the desired result.
Theorem 22. For any n-vertex monotone polygon P , χCL(P ) ≤ n/3 + 12.
Proof. Decompose P using Lemma 18. Let the guard set S initially consist
of the points in T . Due to Lemma 20, the members of T require only 4 colors
(because ti ∈ mi+1 \ {ti+1}, and ti+4 ∈ mi+4 \ {ti+3}, so Vis(ti) ∩Vis(ti+4) =
∅). Use the methods described in Lemma 21 to make a guard set for each
hemimonotone polygon in the decomposition, and add those guard sets to
S. Lemma 19 ensures that VisGraph(S, P ) is connected.
Let ‖(mi) be the sum of the number of vertices in the two hemimonotone
polygons that share mi as a base. Define three variables n0, n1, n2 as follows:
ni = max
j≡i mod 3
‖(mi). (4.3)
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In the decomposition, at least k − 4 vertices of a k-vertex hemimonotone
polygon are vertices of the original, undecomposed monotone polygon that
are not shared between two or more hemimonotone polygons (the possible
exceptions are vleft, vright, v1, and vk), and at most two hemimonotone poly-
gons share the same base. Therefore n0 + n1 + n2 ≤ n + 24, and the six
hemimonotone polygons require at most n/3 + 8 colors in total.
Since ni is the maximal number of vertices in any pair of hemimonotone
polygons that share a base that has an index of i mod 3, and by Lemma
20, the visibility regions of guards on mi and mi+3 do not intersect, all
hemimonotone polygons can be colored with the colors used on the three
bases associated with n0,n1, and n2. With the additional 4 colors required
to color the members of T , up to n/3 + 12 total colors are used.
Therefore, χCL(P ) ≤ n/3 + 12.
An example polygon that has been decomposed into hemimonotone poly-
gons and given a guard placement and coloring is shown in Figure 4.9.
Figure 4.9: A monotone polygon decomposed, guarded, and colored. The
thin solid lines are the hemimonotone bases, and the dotted lines extend
vertically from the intersection of bases if needed to ensure that the
subpolygons are hemimonotone.
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4.3.1 NP-hardness
While NP-hardness for the chromatic art gallery problem is an easy corollary
of a previously existing result [55], this existing result is not applicable to
the connected landmark class number.
This section will demonstrate that determining the connected landmark
class number is NP-hard by a reduction from a known NP-hard problem,
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optimal coloring of circle graphs [69], much like the proof in Section 3.2.
Theorem 23. The connected landmark class number problem is NP-hard.
Proof. Let H be the intersection graph of a set T of m chords. Let Q be
the convex hull of the endpoints of the chords. For each chord, at one of its
endpoints replace the vertex of Q with a thin building gadget consisting of
a triangular region (the body) and 2m + 1 small triangular spikes attached
to the left side of the body (middle left picture in Figure 4.10). Call the
resulting polygon P . The spikes within a single building gadget are arranged
such that they can be guarded by a single guard, and the building gadget is
thin enough that the portion of the guard’s visibility polygon that is in Q
can be treated as a line segment that occupies the same points as the chord
associated with the building gadget. Note also that any guard placed in the
body of a building gadget contains the points of the chord in its visibility
polygon. Therefore, P can be guarded by a set of 2m guards (one in each
of the building gadgets to guard the spikes, and one in the interior of Q to
connect the visibility graphs), so χCL(P ) ≤ 2m.
It is non-optimal to guard the spikes within a single gadget by placing
guards in the spikes themselves. In order to not use a guard in the body of a
gadget, each spike must have its own separate guard. If such an arrangement
were used, there would exist a point in the body at which the visibility
polygons of these 2m + 1 guards would all intersect (the grey point in the
middle left picture of Figure 4.10). This would use at least 2m + 1 colors,
and so it is non-optimal.
Therefore, at least one guard must be placed in the body of each gadget.
Since the entirety of the gadget can be viewed from a single point, there is
no reason to use more than one guard in any gadget. The portion of that
guard’s visibility polygon in Q is thin enough that it can be treated as the
set of points making up the associated chord. Therefore, two gadget guards’
visibility polygons intersect if and only if their associated chords intersect.
This leaves the guards needed in Q to ensure that the visibility graph is
connected. The goal here is to use a predictable number of these guards. To
accomplish this, m additional forcing gadgets are added around the boundary
of Q to produce a polygon P ′. A forcing gadget is placed at each chord
endpoint that does not already have a building gadget (each chord will have a
building gadget at one endpoint, and a forcing gadget at the other endpoint).
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Each forcing gadget consists of 2m+1 thin spikes (see lower left picture of
Figure 4.10). These 2m + 1 spikes can be guarded by a single guard placed
in Q, meaning that χCL(P
′) ≤ 2m, as one guard could guard each forcing
gadget and each building gadget, and there are m of each. The visibility
graph of the guards is connected because each guard in a building gadget
can see the corresponding guard in the forcing gadget, and all the guards
in the forcing gadgets would be mutually visible, as they lie in the convex
subpolygon Q. Furthermore, any guard that can guard two or more of these
spikes lies in Q, and therefore conflict with every other guard in the polygon.
This means that using more than one guard in Q to guard the spikes of a
single forcing gadget is a needless use of extra colors. Guarding these 2m+1
spikes without placing a guard in Q would require the use of at least 2m+1
guards, all of which would mutually conflict, requiring at least 2m+1 colors,
which is non-optimal, as it has already been shown that χCL(P
′) ≤ 2m.
Therefore, a guard placement that minimizes the number of colors and
ensures a connected visibility graph places one guard in each building gadget,
and one guard in each forcing gadget. In the conflict graph, each guard
placed in a forcing gadget is adjacent to all other guards (meaning that
each guard in a forcing gadget requires a unique color), and the induced
subgraph of the guards in the building gadgets is isomorphic toH . Therefore,
χCL(P
′) = χ(H) + m. Because determining the chromatic number of H is
NP-hard, determining χCL(P
′) is also NP-hard.
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Figure 4.10: [top] A set of m = 7 chords in a circle and their intersection
graph. [middle left] A gadget consisting of a triangular region with 2m+ 1
spikes attached to the left side. The spikes can all be completely guarded
by the grey point. Placing guards in the spikes is non-optimal (as it would
require at least 2m+ 1 colors), as is placing more than one guard in the
triangular region. [middle right] The polygon P , in which each gadget
guard’s visibility polygon closely follows the associated chord. [bottom left]
A forcing gadget. The spikes can all be guarded with a guard placed at the
grey point. [bottom right] The polygon P ′.
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CHAPTER 5
INTERSECTION GRAPHS OF k-LINK
VISIBILITY REGIONS
5.1 Introduction and Related Work
The results on the chromatic art gallery problem from the prior chapters were
determined using geometric methods, with little emphasis on the properties
of the conflict graph and problem of coloring that graph. This chapter focuses
on the structure of the conflict graphs themselves. While knowledge about
the conflict graphs is useful for the chromatic art gallery problem, it is also
an interesting topic of study in its own right.
The interesting properties of conflict graphs arise because the conflict
graphs are intersection graphs of visibility regions. An intersection graph
is a graph in which each vertex is a set, and two graph vertices are joined by
an edge if the corresponding sets have a non-empty intersection.
Techniques for determining the intersection graphs of regions visible from
a camera (sometimes referred to as vision graphs) were described in [70] and
[71]. Vision graphs were used for the purposes of camera calibration in [72].
These regions visible from a camera were generally not omnidirectional, and
sometimes had a blind spot very close to the camera.
A related structure, the CN-complex, was studied in [73] and [74]. The
CN-complex is a simplicial complex that keeps track of the higher order
intersections in addition to the pairwise intersections captured by the inter-
section graph. The CN-complex is used primarily to analyze the topology of
environments and the fields of view of the cameras in them.
The papers listed above are typically concerned with either fast compu-
tation of the intersection graph or with the use of the graph in some sort
of surveillance task. This, along with the chromatic art gallery problem,
provides the motivation for determining the structural properties of the in-
tersection graphs. Knowledge of these structural properties could guide the
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design of algorithms used to determine or utilize vision graphs, or could pro-
vide sanity checks for existing algorithms. For the purposes of the chromatic
art gallery problem, the primary motivation is to place limitations on the
chromatic number of conflict graphs.
The results in this chapter also apply to intersection graphs of a more
general class of polygons than visibility regions; they apply to intersection
graphs of k-link visibility regions. A visibility region is the set of points that
can be joined to a point p in a polygon by a line segment that is internal to
the polygon. A k-link visibility region is the set of points that can be joined
to a point p in a polygon by a path consisting of up to k line segments that
is internal to the polygon.
The k-link visibility regions are closely related to existing work on link
distance queries in a polygon, as the k-link visibility region of a point p is
the set of points that have a link distance of at most k from p. A paper on
the link distance topic, [75], provides two useful results about the shape of
k-link visibility regions (though the authors did not use that term), which
are summarized at the beginning of Section 5.4.
It should be noted that the structure referred to as a “visibility graph” in
most other works is a structure that is referred to here as a 1-link visibility
graph. There is a large amount of existing research on characterizing these
1-link visibility graphs; [76] is a survey on the topic and [39] devotes a section
to the issue. An important early work is [77], in which it was shown that
each outerplanar graph is a 1-link visibility graph of vertices of a certain
family of polygons. Also notable are [78] and [79], which establish certain
necessary conditions for 1-link visibility graphs, though these conditions have
been shown to be not sufficient [80]. Other necessary conditions are described
in [81]. Spiral polygons are one of the few classes that have had their 1-link
visibility graphs fully described [82].
The results in this chapter fall into two categories. Section 5.3 details
inclusion relationships between intersection graphs of visibility regions and
other, more well-known graph classes. Section 5.4 describes two families of
graphs that are not 2k-link visibility graphs. Since 2k-link visibility graphs
are closed under induced subgraphs, these forbidden families also cannot
appear as induced subgraphs of any 2k-link visibility graphs.
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5.2 Definitions
5.2.1 Geometry
For a set S consisting of points in a polygon P , the k-link visibility graph of
S in P , denoted VisGraphk(S, P ) is a graph with vertex set S . Two graph
vertices s, t ∈ S are joined by an edge if there exists a path from s to t that
is a subset of P and consists of the union of at most k line segments (see
Figure 5.1). As in the previous sections, to differentiate the polygon P from
subpolygons of P that will arise during proofs, P will be referred to as the
input polygon.
Note that the conflict graph from Chapter 2 is a 2-link visibility graph,
and the term “visibility graph” as used in [39], [76], and others is a 1-link
visibility graph.
Figure 5.1: The 1-link visibility graph, 2-link visibility graph, and 3-link
visibility graph for a set of points in a polygon.
A subset Q of a polygon P is geodesically convex if for any points p, q ∈ Q,
the minimum length path between p and q that is internal to P is contained
within Q. A subset Q is link-geodesically convex if for any points p, q ∈ P ′,
there exists a path consisting of L(p, q) line segments that is contained within
P ′.
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For a point q in an input polygon P , the k-link visibility region of q,
denoted Visk(q) is the set {p ∈ P | there exists a path from p to q internal
to P consisting of the union of at most k line segments} (see Figure 5.2).
Note that a 2k-link visibility graph is an intersection graph of k-link visibility
regions.
Figure 5.2: The 1-link visibility region, 2-link visibility region, and 3-link
visibility region of a point.
5.2.2 Graphs
Let G be a graph with vertex set V . The subgraph induced by a subset W
of V is the graph with vertex set W with two vertices v1, v2 ∈ W joined by
an edge in the subgraph if they are joined by an edge in G.
A clique is a subset W of V such that each pair of vertices in W is joined
by an edge. The clique number of a graph G, denoted ω(G), is the size of
G’s largest clique.
A graph is an interval graph if it is the intersection graph of intervals of
the real line (see top of Figure 5.3). A graph is a k-track graph if it is the
union of at most k interval graphs. A graph is a k-interval graph if it is the
intersection graph of sets that consist of at most k intervals of the real line
(see bottom of Figure 5.3). Note that, for a fixed k, the k-track graphs are
a subset of the k-interval graphs.
A graph is a circle graph if it is the intersection graph of chords of a circle
(see Figure 5.4). Circle graphs were previously used in the proof of Theorem
23.
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Figure 5.3: [top] Intervals of the real line, and the corresponding
intersection graph (interval graph). [bottom] Sets consisting of at most 2
intervals of the real line, and the corresponding intersection graph
(2-interval graph).
Figure 5.4: Chords of a circle, and the corresponding intersection graph
(circle graph).
A graph is a circle-polygon graph if it is the intersection graph of polygons
inscribed in a circle (see Figure 5.5).
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Figure 5.5: Polygons inscribed in a circle, and the corresponding
intersection graph (circle-polygon graph).
5.3 Graph Inclusions
One of the primary motivations behind determining the inclusion relation-
ships between intersection graphs of visibility regions and other classes is
that many graph classes are χ-bounded, meaning that the chromatic num-
ber of the graph can be upper-bounded by a function of the clique number
of the graph. The clique number of a graph G, denoted ω(G), is the size
of the largest clique in the graph. While the chromatic number of a graph
is always lower-bounded by the clique number of the graph, only certain
classes of graphs can be upper-bounded by a function of the clique number,
as there exist graphs with arbitrarily high chromatic number and arbitrarily
high girth (length of the shortest cycle) [83]. In particular, k-interval graphs
[84] and circle-polygon graphs [85] are χ-bounded.
Because the shape of the input polygon influences the possible 2k-link
visibility graphs, heavier restrictions on the shape of the polygon lead to
more restricted graph classes. For that reason, this section also examines the
types of k-link visibility graphs that are possible when the input polygon is
a spiral polygon or a monotone polygon.
5.3.1 General Polygons
With no restrictions on the shape of the polygon, the possible 2k-link visi-
bility graphs are contained within the set of circle-polygon graphs.
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Theorem 24. For any polygon P and finite set of points S ⊂ P , the 2k-link
visibility graph VisGraph2k(S, P ) is a circle-polygon graph.
Proof. Let f be a continuous bijection from ∂P to S1. We will abuse no-
tation and allow f to map subsets of ∂P to subsets of S1. Note that for
s1, s2 ∈ S, there is an alternating sequence of points a, c ∈ Visk(s1)∩∂P and
b, d ∈ Visk(s2) ∩ ∂P along ∂P if and only if there is an alternating sequence
f(a), f(c) ∈ f(Visk(s1)) and f(b), f(d) ∈ f(Visk(s2)) along S1.
Because circle-polygon graphs are χ-bounded, 2k-link visibility graphs are
also χ-bounded.
Corollary 25. For any polygon P and finite set of points S ⊂ P ,
χ(VisGraph2k(S, P )) ≤ 50× 2ω(VisGraph2k(S,P ))
Proof. Follows directly from Theorem 24 and Theorem 3.1 of [85].
5.3.2 Monotone Polygons
When the input polygon is monotone, any 2k-link visibility graphs are the
union of two interval graphs.
The proofs in this section require some additional definitions. Let |U(P )|
be the total length of the upper subchain. For a point p ∈ Vis(s) ∩ U(P ),
let µ(p)|U(P )| be the distance of p from v−x along the upper subchain. The
function µ will be referred to as the boundary measure. For a point s ∈ S,
let i−(s) = minp∈Vis(s)∩U(P ) µ(p), let i
+(s) = maxp∈Vis(s)∩U(P ) µ(p), and let
x(s) be the x-coordinate of s. Note that, because P is monotone, the point
p where µ(p) = i−(s) has an x-coordinate of at most x(s), and the point q
where µ(q) = i+(s) has an x-coordinate of at least x(s). Similar properties
hold for the lower subchain.
Theorem 26. For any monotone polygon P and finite set of points S ⊂
P , the 2k-link visibility graph VisGraph2k(S, P ) is the union of two interval
graphs.
Proof. One of the two interval graphs will be defined with respect to the
upper subchain, and the other will be defined in a similar manner with respect
to the lower subchain.
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The upper subchain interval graph is the interval graph that has vertex
set S with each s ∈ S being associated with the upper subchain interval
[i−(s), i+(s)]. Define the lower subchain interval graph analogously. Note
there can exist points whose boundary measure lie in between i−(s) and
i+(s) that are not contained in Visk(s) (see Figure 5.6). It will be shown
that VisGraph2k(S, P ) is equal to the union of the upper subchain interval
graph and the lower subchain interval graph.
vback
vfront
Figure 5.6: The visibility region of a point is shown in grey. The portion of
the upper subchain whose boundary measure is within the upper subchain
interval of the point but is not part of the visibility region is indicated by
the arrows.
Suppose that s1 and s2 have overlapping upper subchain intervals. Assume
without loss of generality that x(s1) ≤ x(s2), implying i+(s1) ≥ i−(s2). There
is a path internal to Visk(s1) from a point on the lower subchain with an x-
coordinate of x(s1) to a point v1 on the upper subchain in which µ(v1) =
i+(s1). Similarly, there is a path internal to Visk(s2) from a point on the
lower subchain with x-coordinate x(s2) to a point v2 on the upper subchain,
in which µ(v2) = i
−(s2). These paths intersect, so the corresponding graph
vertices are adjacent. The situation for overlapping lower subchain intervals
follows by symmetry.
This leaves the case in which the upper subchain intervals of s1 and s2
do not overlap and the lower subchain intervals of s1 and s2 do not overlap.
Again, without loss of generality, assume that x(s1) ≤ x(s2). Let ℓ1 be the
line segment joining the rightmost point of Visk(s1) on the lower subchain
and the rightmost point of Visk(s1) on the upper subchain and let ℓ2 be the
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line segment joining the leftmost point of Vis(s2) on the upper subchain and
the leftmost point of Visk(s2) on the lower subchain (the existence of both
segments is guaranteed by Theorem 28). Note that ℓ1 and ℓ2 cannot intersect
without a subchain interval overlap. All of Visk(s1) lies to the left of ℓ1, and
all of Visk(s2) lies to the right of ℓ2. Therefore, the visibility regions are
disjoint. Since the vertices of VisGraph2k(S, P ) corresponding to s1 and s2
are joined by an edge if and only if the upper subchain intervals overlap or
the lower subchain intervals overlap, VisGraph2k(S, P ) is the union of two
interval graphs.
Since VisGraph2k(S, P ) is the union of two interval graphs, the interval
number of VisGraph2k(S, P ) is at most 2. Figure 5.7 illustrates a monotone
polygon and set of guards in which VisGraph2(S, P ) = C4, demonstrating
that there exist 2-link visibility graphs of monotone polygons whose interval
numbers are exactly 2. It is not clear whether there exist 2k-link visibility
graphs of monotone polygons with interval number 2 for arbitrarily high
choices of k.
Figure 5.7: A monotone polygon and set of points whose 2-link visibility
graph is C4. Visibility regions are shown in light grey, and intersections
between visibility regions are shown in dark grey.
Since VisGraph2k(S, P ) has an interval number of at most 2 when P is
monotone, VisGraph2k(S, P ) is χ-bounded [84]. More specifically for a graph
G with an interval number of at most 2, the following relationship holds:
χ(G) ≤ 4ω(G)− 4. (5.1)
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5.3.3 Spiral Polygons
When the input polygon is a spiral polygon, any 2k-link visibility graphs are
interval graphs.
The convex subchain of the polygon boundary is denoted C. Let |C| be
the length of the convex subchain. For a point c ∈ C, let µ(c)|C| be the
distance from c to p along the convex subchain. For a point s ∈ P , let
i+(s) = maxp∈Vis(s)∩C µ(p) and let i
−(s) = minp∈Vis(s)∩C µ(p).
Theorem 27. For any spiral polygon P and finite set of points S, where
S ⊂ P , the 2k-link visibility graph VisGraph2k(S, P ) is an interval graph.
Proof. For points c1, c2, c3, if c1, c3 ∈ Visk(s) and µ(c1) ≤ µ(c2) ≤ µ(c3), then
c2 ∈ Visk(s). We will show the intersection graph of these associated intervals
is isomorphic to VisGraph2k(S, P ). This can be accomplished by showing
that for two points s1, s2 ∈ P , Visk(s1) ∩ Visk(s2) 6= ∅ only if Visk(s1) ∩
Visk(s2) ∩ C 6= ∅.
Let s1 and s2 be points in P such that Visk(s1) ∩ Visk(s2) 6= ∅. Theorem
28 implies that any edge of Visk(s1) or Visk(s2) that is not a subset of an
edge of ∂P connects a reflex vertex r of P to a point t on ∂P . If t is on the
reflex subchain, then rt is a subset of an edge of ∂P . Therefore, t is on the
convex subchain. Call such an edge a boundary edge.
Suppose that Visk(s1) ∩ Visk(s2) ∩ C = ∅. Assume without loss of gen-
erality that i+(s1) < i
−(s2). In that case, the two k-link visibility regions
have boundary edges that intersect. Consider the reflex endpoint r1 of the
intersecting boundary edge r1t1 of Visk(s1). There is a point a ∈ Visk−1(s1)
such that ar1 ∈ P (note that a cannot be part of the boundary edge, as the
boundary edge lies entirely in Visk(s1) \ Visk−1(s1)). The entirety of r1t1 is
in Vis(a) (see Figure 5.8), so there exists a point b ∈ P \ Visk(s1) that is
visible from a. This is impossible and therefore Visk(s1) ∩Visk(s2) 6= ∅ only
if Visk(s1) ∩ Visk(s2) ∩ C 6= ∅.
Spiral graphs can be recognized in linear time [86], so verification of whether
a graph can appear as a 2k-link visibility graph of a spiral polygon can be
performed very efficiently.
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Cr1
t1
r2
t2
a
b
Visk(s2)
Visk(s1)
Figure 5.8: For each point a ∈ Vis(r1) ∩ Visk−1(s1), the set
Vis(a) ∩ (P \ Visk(s1) is non-empty. This is a contradiction.
5.4 Forbidden Graphs
The results in this section demonstrate that two infinite families of graphs
that are not intersection graphs of k-link visibility regions (equivalently, 2k-
link visibility graphs). This result is independent of k. The following two
results from [75] are used extensively throughout this section.
Theorem 28. A k-link visibility region Visk(s) in a polygon P is a subpoly-
gon of P . Furthermore, each edge in Visk(s) is either a portion of an edge
of P or a segment connecting a reflex vertex of P to a point on ∂P .
Theorem 29. A k-link visibility region is geodesically convex and
link-geodesically convex.
Moreover, the portion of the polygon that is not part of Visk(s) takes a
specific structure.
Lemma 30. The closure of the set P \Visk(s) consists of disconnected polyg-
onal components, each sharing exactly one edge with Visk(s). This edge con-
nects a reflex vertex of P to a point on ∂P .
Proof. Suppose that a component R of the closure of P \Visk(s) shares more
than one edge with Visk(s). If all such edges are appear consecutively along
the boundary of R, then Visk(s) is not geodesically convex, which violates
Theorem 29.
If the edges shared with Visk(s) do not appear consecutively, then either
P is not simply connected or Visk(s) is not connected, neither of which is
possible.
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A graph H is an augmented cycle if it consists of an m-vertex chordless
cycle Cyc(H) with vertices in cyclic order [h0, h1, . . . , hm−1], along with an
additional vertex Hub(H) that is adjacent to a subset of the vertices of
Cyc(H). Any arithmetic in the subscripts is modulo m. A cycle interval of
the augmented cycle is a maximal set of consecutive vertices of Cyc(H) that
are adjacent to Hub(H). The cycle interval number of an augmented cycle is
the number of cycle intervals contained in the augmented cycle (see Figure
5.9). When an augmented cycle is part of a 2k-link visibility graph, notation
will be abused somewhat and use h0, h1, . . . , hm−1 and Hub(H) to refer to
both the vertices of H and to their associated points in the input polygon.
Figure 5.9: Augmented cycles with cycle interval numbers 2, 4, and 3. The
cycle intervals are circled with dotted lines.
Observation 31. Augmented cycles are circle-polygon graphs.
See Figure 5.10 for methods of constructing circle-polygon intersection
models for augmented cycles.
Lemma 32. Let C be a chordless cycle (with vertices in cyclic order
[c0, c1, . . . , cm−1]) with at least 4 vertices that appears as an induced subgraph
of a 2k-link visibility graph. For each vertex ci of C, there exists a connected
component Ri of P \ Visk(ci) that contains Visk(cj) for all j unless j = i,
j = i + 1, or j = i − 1. Furthermore, R0 ∩ R1 ∩ . . . ∩ Rm−1 form a convex
m-gon.
Proof. Lemma 30 implies that P \Visk(ci) is a set of disconnected polygonal
components. Since Visk(ci+2) ∩ Visk(ci+3) 6= ∅,Visk(ci+3) ∩ Visk(ci+4) 6=
∅, . . . ,Visk(ci−3)∩Visk(ci−2) 6= ∅ and Visk(cj)∩Visk(ci) = ∅ unless j = i− 1
or j = i+ 1, all of Visk(cj) lies in the same component of P \Visk(ci) unless
j = i− 1, j = i, or j = i+ 1. This component will be referred to as Ri.
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Figure 5.10: [left] An augmented cycle Hleft in which the hub has degree
greater than one. [left center] A circle-polygon intersection model for Hleft.
The black chords correspond to the vertices of Cyc(Hleft), while the grey
polygon corresponds to Hub(Hleft). [right center] An augmented cycle Hright
in which the hub has degree 1. [right] A circle-polygon intersection model
for Hright. The black triangle is the member of Cyc(Hright) that is adjacent
to Hub(Hright) (corresponding to the grey chord). The black chords are the
other cycle vertices.
c3
c4
c2c2
c4
c3
c1
c0
R0
c0
c1e0
Figure 5.11: An input polygon and set of points whose 2-link visibility
graph forms a chordless C5. [left] Vis1(c0) divides the polygon into three
regions. One is Vis1(c0). The second contains c1, and the last is R0. The
dotted line is the edge e0. [right] All 1-link visibility regions are shown, with
overlaps in a darker grey. The cycle polygon is surrounded by a dotted line.
Consider Ri ∩ Ri+1. This region has one edge that is part of ∂Visk(ci),
and one edge that is part of ∂Visk(ci+1). Since ci and ci+1 are adjacent in
C, their visibility regions intersect at their edges that bound Ri ∩Ri+1 (call
these edges ei and ei+1). The vertex of Ri∩Ri+1 at the intersection of ei and
ei+1 is convex, as otherwise Visk(ci) or Visk(ci+1) would have a vertex that
is not located on ∂P . Therefore, R0 ∩R1 ∩ . . .∩Rm−1 forms a convex m-gon
(see Figure 5.11).
The convex m-gon formed by R0 ∩ R1 ∩ . . . ∩ Rm−1 will be referred to as
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a cycle polygon. The notation CycPoly(H) will refer to the cycle polygon
formed by the chordless cycle of an augmented cycle H . The term ei will
refer to the edge of Visk(hi) that borders CycPoly(H) (note that in general
only a portion of the edge will border the cycle polygon). A point p ∈ P
is behind ei if p ∈ ei or if a path (internal to the input polygon) from p to
a point in the interior of the cycle polygon must cross ei. From this point
forward, a sequence of vertices of Cyc(H) will be described as clockwise if
their corresponding edges appear in clockwise order around the boundary of
CycPoly(H).
Lemma 33. Let H be an augmented cycle with Cyc(H) consisting of the
following clockwise sequence of vertices [h0, h1, . . . , hm−1]. If the following
conditions apply to H for some choice of i, j, and ℓ,
• Hub(H) is behind ei;
• Hub(H) is not behind ei+j and not behind ei+j+ℓ;
• Hub(H) is adjacent to hi,hi+j, and hi+j+ℓ;
• j + ℓ < m;
then Hub(H) is adjacent to hi+j+c for each 0 ≤ c ≤ ℓ.
Proof. Consider the case in which k ≥ 2. If Visk−1(Hub(H)) intersects
CycPoly(H), then Hub(H) is adjacent to all vertices in Cyc(H) and the
lemma is trivially true. Otherwise, Visk−1(Hub(H)) contains an edge t that
separates it from CycPoly(H). Since Hub(H) is adjacent to hi+j (resp.
hi+j+ℓ), there is a line segment f (resp. g) that is internal to P with
one endpoint in Visk−1(Hub(H)) and another endpoint in Visk(hi+j) (resp.
Visk(hi+j+ℓ)) that crosses both t and ei+j (resp. ei+j+h). Without loss of
generality, assume that the endpoints of f and g are located on ei+j and
ei+j+ℓ (points f1 and g1) and on t (points f2 and g2). Let z be the path from
f1 to g1 that proceeds from f1 to CycPoly(H) along ei+j , clockwise along the
boundary of CycPoly(H) until reaching ei+j+ℓ, and toward g1 along ei+j+ℓ.
If k = 1, then the aforementioned line t does not exist. However, because
Hub(H) is adjacent to hi+j and hi+j+ℓ, there exists a line segment f with an
endpoint at Hub(H) and another endpoint on ei+j, and there exists a line
segment g with an endpoint at Hub(H) and another endpoint on ei+j+ℓ.
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Figure 5.12: [left] If f and g intersect, each point on z (thick black path) is
visible from some point on t that lies between f2 and g2. [middle] If f and g
do not intersect, then an obstruction-free convex polygon is formed (light
grey), and each point on z is visible from each point on f2g2. [right] Note
that z can include points that are not on the boundary of the cycle polygon.
There are two possible cases (see Figure 5.12). In the first case, f and g
intersect at a point x and f2 6= g2. Since P has no holes, each point on z
is visible from a point on f2g2 via a line segment that passes through x. In
the second case, no such intersection occurs or f2 = g2 (as would happen if
k = 1). The polygon with boundaries f , z, g, and f2g2 (if f2 6= g2) is convex
and unobstructed. Therefore, each point on z is visible from each point in
f2g2. Since ei+j+c ∩ z 6= ∅ when 0 ≤ c ≤ ℓ, the lemma is proven.
Lemma 33 implies that certain augmented cycles are not 2k-link visibility
graphs.
Theorem 34. Let H be an augmented cycle with a cycle interval number of
at least 3. The graph H is not a 2k-link visibility graph.
Proof. Suppose that H is a 2k-link visibility graph. Consider the possible
locations for Hub(H). It cannot be inside CycPoly(H), as that would connect
Hub(H) to all members of Cyc(H). If some hi ∈ Cyc(H) is not adjacent to
Hub(H), then Hub(H) cannot be behind ei, as there would be no way for
Visk(Hub(H)) to intersect the k-link visibility regions of any members of
Cyc(H) (other than hi−1 and hi+1, which could provide a maximum of two
intervals) without also intersecting Visk(hi). Therefore, Hub(H) is located
behind ej , where hj is some member of Cyc(H) that is adjacent to Hub(H).
There are at least three intervals of the cycle that are adjacent to Hub(H).
One interval contains hj . Consider two cycle intervals that do not contain hj .
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Let hj+ℓ be a vertex from one interval, and let hj+ℓ+c be a vertex in the other
interval. Note that, in order to ensure that the cycle intervals are separate,
2 ≤ ℓ < ℓ + 1 < ℓ + c < m − 1. Without loss of generality, assume that
the three vertices appear in clockwise order hj ,hj+ℓ,hj+ℓ+c. Since hj+ℓ and hj
are not adjacent in Cyc(H), and hj+ℓ+c and hj are not adjacent in Cyc(H),
Lemma 33 implies that Hub(H) is adjacent to each hj+ℓ+d in Cyc(H) for
0 ≤ d ≤ c. However, this would place hj+ℓ and hj+ℓ+c into the same cycle
interval, which is a contradiction. Therefore, H is not a 2k-link visibility
graph.
Certain augmented cycles with cycle interval number 2 also are not 2k-link
visibility graphs. To show this, an observation is made about the location of
Hub(H).
Lemma 35. For an augmented cycleH and three consecutive vertices hi−1, hi,
and hi+1 of Cyc(H), the point Hub(H) cannot be behind both ei−1 and ei+1.
Proof. Since Cyc(H) is chordless, ei−1 and ei+1 cannot intersect and Theorem
28 requires the endpoints of ei−1 and ei+1 to be on the boundary of the
input polygon. Since ei−1 and ei+1 both contact the boundary of the cycle
polygon, they divide the input polygon into three regions. One contains the
cycle polygon, one contains the points behind ei−1, and one contains the
points behind ei+1, with the latter two regions not overlapping (see Figure
5.13).
Theorem 36. Let H be an augmented cycle with cycle interval number 2 in
which each cycle interval contains at least three vertices. The graph H is not
a 2k-link visibility graph.
Proof. Suppose that H is a 2k-link visibility graph. Consider the possible
locations for Hub(H). As in the previous proof, Hub(H) cannot be located
in CycPoly(H), as that would make all members of Cyc(H) adjacent to
Hub(H). If some hi ∈ Cyc(H) is not adjacent to Hub(H), then Hub(H)
cannot be behind ei, as there would be no way for Visk(Hub(H)) to intersect
the k-link visibility regions of any members of Cyc(H) (other than hi−1 and
hi+1, which would provide cycle intervals containing at most one vertex each).
Therefore, Hub(H) is located behind an edge ej with hj being a vertex of
Cyc(H) that is adjacent to Hub(H). Let hj+ℓ be a vertex in the same cycle
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ei−1
CycPoly(H)
ei+1
Figure 5.13: The edges ei+1 and ei−1 (dotted grey lines) divide the polygon
into three regions. The region containing the cycle polygon is in the middle.
The region containing the points behind ei+1 is to the left of ei+1. The
region containing the points behind ei−1 is to the right of ei−1. Solid black
lines denote the input polygon boundary (only a portion is drawn).
interval as ej such that Hub(H) is not behind hj+ℓ (the existence of such a
vertex is implied by Lemma 35 and the fact that both cycle intervals contain
at least three vertices). Without loss of generality, assume that hj+ℓ is located
clockwise of hj within their shared cycle interval, so hj , hj+1, . . . , hj+ℓ all share
the same cycle interval.
Let hj+ℓ+c be a vertex that is in the cycle interval that does not contain
hj and hj+ℓ (with h chosen such that ℓ+ c is less than the number of vertices
in Cyc(H)). Because hj+ℓ is clockwise of hj in their shared cycle interval,
Lemma 33 implies that hj+ℓ+d is adjacent to Hub(H) for all 0 ≤ d ≤ c.
However, this places hj+ℓ and hj+ℓ+h into the same cycle interval, which is a
contradiction. Therefore, H is not a 2k-link visibility graph.
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CHAPTER 6
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
6.1 Summary of Results and Discussion
The following table summarizes the known bounds for problems proposed in
this thesis. Bounds highlighted in red are trivial bounds obtained from the
corresponding art gallery result in [1], [43], [46], or [47].
Problem Type Lower Bound Upper Bound
General Polygons ⌊n
4
⌋ ⌊n
3
⌋
Monotone Polygons ⌊√n
3
⌋ ⌊n
3
⌋
Rectilinear Polygons ⌊
√
n
4
− 15
16
− 5
4
⌋ ⌊n
4
⌋
Monotone Rectilinear Polygons ⌊
√
n
4
− 15
16
− 5
4
⌋ ⌊n
5
⌋+ 11
Staircase Polygons 2 3
Spiral Polygons 2 2
General Polygons, connected visibility graph ⌊5n
18
⌋ ⌊n
2
− 2⌋
Monotone Polygons, connected visibility graph ⌊2√n
3
⌋ − 1 n
3
+ 12
In addition, it was demonstrated that determining whether χG(P ) > k is
NP-hard when k ≥ 5, and that determining χCL(P ) is NP-hard in general.
The expectation is that these bounds will provide guidance in the selec-
tion of sensors for robotic navigation. If a robot is provided sensors that
can differentiate fewer landmark classes than the chromatic guard number
of the environment in which it is placed, then it will not be able to unam-
biguously navigate through the entire environment. If the robot is provided
with sensors that differentiate vastly more classes than the chromatic guard
number of the environment, then the sensors are likely adding computational
overhead, maintenance overhead, and costs to the system with little benefit
(sensors tend to be more difficult and costly to maintain and purchase as
they become more powerful). Avoiding these additional overheads becomes
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particularly important in areas like consumer robotics (where retail costs
must be carefully controlled) and microrobotics (where physical space and
electrical power for computational and sensing resources may be scarce).
It was also shown that intersection graphs of k-link visibility regions must
be circle-polygon graphs and cannot contain two families of augmented cycles
as induced subgraphs. In a spiral polygon, any such intersection graph is an
interval graph, and in a monotone polygon, any such intersection graph is
the union of two interval graphs.
The forbidden induced subgraphs for k-link visibility regions is the por-
tion of this dissertation that is most suited for immediate use. Numerous
algorithms, including the ones described in [70] and [71], attempt to deter-
mine a vision graph or similar structure from still photographs taken from a
set of cameras. An algorithm is used to find landmarks in the photographs,
and if any landmarks are deemed to be shared by two photographs, the ver-
tices corresponding to the cameras that took those photographs are joined
by an edge in the output vision graph. A search for a finite set of some
of the smaller forbidden induced subgraphs described in Theorems 34 and
36 could be performed on the output graph. If any forbidden graphs are
found, the photographs associated with the vertices in the forbidden induced
subgraph could be reanalyzed with a different algorithm or with different
parameters to attempt to fix the error. These operations could be performed
in polynomial time even with a naive algorithm, and might become very
efficient if properly integrated with the algorithm that produces the vision
graphs. Furthermore, the results that imply χ-boundedness open up new op-
tions for proving bounds in the chromatic art gallery problem, as one could
demonstrate an upper bound on the chromatic guard number of a polygon
by demonstrating that a guard set exists whose conflict graph has a relatively
small maximum clique.
6.2 Open Problems
Obviously, any situation in which the upper and lower bounds on the chro-
matic guard number do not coincide is an open problem. Three situations in
particular should be highlighted as targets for future research.
For general polygons, the upper bound of ⌊n/3⌋ and the lower bound of
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⌊n/4⌋ are quite close to each other. Due to the handful of partial results in
Section 3.1.2, I propose the following conjecture.
Conjecture 37. There exists a c such that for any n-vertex polygon P ,
χG(P ) ≤ ⌊n/4 + c⌋.
For monotone and rectilinear polygons, the lower bounds of Ω(
√
n) and
the upper bounds of O(n) are quite far apart. Monotone polygons may be
vulnerable to a sort of strategy similar to the one used to guard “comb”
polygons. If the polygon is “wide”, then a single guard can guard large
amounts of the polygon, while if the polygon is “narrow”, then a large number
of guards can share a color (see Figure 6.1). The polygons used in Theorems
8 and 10 are examples of polygons that lie in between “wide” and “narrow”,
but still require only Ω(
√
n) colors. Therefore, the following conjecture is
proposed.
Figure 6.1: When the trapezoidal region at the bottom of the polygon is
narrow, guard colors can be heavily reused. When the trapezoidal region at
the bottom of the polygon is wide, a single guard can see the entire polygon.
Conjecture 38. There exists a function f(n) ≤ O(√n) such that for any
n-vertex monotone polygon, χG(P ) ≤ f(n).
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The best known lower bound for rectilinear polygons is also Ω(
√
n), though
recall that the polygons which establish the lower bound are also monotone
(Theorem 10). It may be possible to raise the bound by using a non-monotone
family instead because there is no promising type of coverage strategy that
would produce an O(
√
n) bound as there is in the monotone case. This
motivates the following conjecture.
Conjecture 39. There exists a set S of rectilinear polygons and a function
f(n), with f(n) = Θ(n), such that for each n, there exists a polygon P ∈ S
with at most n vertices such that χG(P ) ≥ f(n).
6.3 Variants
In addition to the connected visibility graph variant discussed in Chapter 4,
several other variants of the chromatic art gallery problem are worth exam-
ining due to their potential applications to certain situations.
6.3.1 Conflict-free Chromatic Art Gallery
Consider a situation in which two landmarks of the same class interfere with
each other, but the robot is capable of determining that the interference
exists and can temporarily ignore landmarks of that class. Under these cir-
cumstances, a robot would be able to navigate if it could see exactly one
landmark of any class.
A variant of the chromatic art gallery problem that would apply to this
situation was introduced in [68]. In this variant, the restrictions on the
colors that can be assigned to each guard is weakened somewhat. Instead
of requiring two guards to have separate colors if a common point is visible
to them, the requirement is instead that for each point in the environment,
there exists a color c such that the point is visible from exactly one guard
of color c. In this formulation, two guards of the same color “cancel” each
other out instead of invalidating the entire color assignment (see Figure 6.2).
Under these conditions, the number of required colors is drastically re-
duced. The number of colors required is O(logn) for monotone polygons and
rectilinear polygons, and the number of required colors is O(log2 n) for gen-
eral polygons (via a decomposition into monotone polygons). Both results
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Figure 6.2: [left] A guard assignment and coloring that would be disallowed
in the standard chromatic art gallery problem, but is acceptable for the
conflict-free variant. While the yellow region is visible from two blue guards,
it is also visible from exactly one red guard. [right] A guard assignment and
coloring that would be disallowed in the conflict-free variant. The yellow
region is visible from two red guard and two blue guards.
are significantly lower than the linear number of colors required by poly-
gons such as those in Theorem 5 or the Ω(
√
n) required by the polygons in
Theorems 8 and 10.
However, in this variant, no non-trivial lower bounds are known. No poly-
gon is known to require even three colors.
6.3.2 Limited Distance
Robots do not possess an unlimited range of vision. If two landmarks are
so far away from each other that the robot cannot simultaneously perceive
them, then they could safely share the same class even if their mutual link
distance is only 2. Under a limited vision range assumption, the conditions
that the landmark set must satisfy change slightly:
• Each point in the environment must be at most distance r from a
landmark, where r is the range of the robot’s vision.
• No point in the environment can be within distance r of two landmarks
of the same class.
Open spaces could be covered by some regular grid of landmarks that
would require only a constant number of colors, and the problem would
reduce to the unlimited vision version of the chromatic art gallery problem
in extremely small spaces. However, features of the environment that exist
at sizes in between those scales may provide an interesting problem.
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If the landmark classes represent radio frequencies, then a different limited
distance formulation of the problem might be appropriate. Two transmitters
of close frequencies that are near each other may interfere with each other,
but two transmitters of different frequencies would not. As the transmitters
get further apart, the frequencies can get closer and closer together. The goal
would be to minimize the bandwidth of the frequencies used, as opposed to
the total number of frequencies.
The landmark class assignment under these circumstances is similar to the
problem of radio coloring the vertices of a graph. The input to a radio color-
ing problem is a graph G and a list of nonnegative integers (m1, m2, . . . , mD),
in which D is the diameter of the graph. The “colors” in a radio coloring
problem are integers, and two vertices of distance d from each other must
receive colors that differ by at least md (see Figure 6.3). The goal is to min-
imize the difference between the highest and lowest integer assigned in this
process. Certain formulations assume that m1 = 2, m2 = 1, and mi = 0 for
i ≥ 3. Radio coloring problems in infinite or arbitrarily large grids have been
addressed in [87] and [88]. These results would be useful for assigning classes
to the landmarks in the open spaces. For landmarks around smaller features
of the environment, the results for finite graphs would be more applicable
[89]. A particularly appropriate resource may be [90], which specifically stud-
ies the case for distance graphs. Distance graphs are graphs in which each
vertex is a point in the plane, and two graph vertices are joined by an edge if
their corresponding points are within a certain threshold distance from each
other.
A simplification of the above problem would be to create two different
radii, one of them, r, to denote the range of the robot’s vision, and a larger
value, R, to denote the distance at which two landmarks may interfere with
each other.
6.3.3 Three Dimensions
How does the chromatic art gallery problem scale with dimension? There
exist n-vertex rectilinear polyhedra, created by Siedel and described in [39],
that have a minimum guard set of size Ω(n3/2) (it was shown in [91] that
rectilinear polyhedra require at most O(n3/2) guards). However, Siedel’s
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(3, 1, 0, 0)
43 2 1
2 34
1
65 2 1
2 56
(2, 1, 0, 0)
1
Figure 6.3: [top] A (2, 1, 0, 0) radio coloring of an eight vertex cycle using a
bandwidth of 4. [bottom] A (3, 1, 0, 0) radio coloring on an eight vertex
cycle using a bandwidth of 6.
polyhedra require a constant number of colors, and the techniques that result
in superlinear minimum guard sets seem to produce very isolated guards that
would allow ample reuse of colors. This observation prompts the following
conjecture (notation is slightly abused to allow polyhedra as arguments to
χG):
Conjecture 40. If P is an n-vertex polyhedron, then χG(P ) ≤ O(n).
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